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I. Introduction 
As long ago as 1874 and 1876 J. A. PALMEN' described the migratory route 
oftheducksandgeesebreedingin NE Europe and NW Siberia (PALMEN' 1876) . 
H e classified them as l>submarin-litorab migrants, as on their migration they 
follow mainly the route of waters formed by the orth Sea, the Baltic Sea, 
the Gulf of Finland, the Karelian lakes Ladoga and Onega, and the White 
Sea. A number of published observations exists of this northeastern migration 
of waterbirds (cf. e.g. R. PALMGRE::-< 1913, HORTLING 1930, GRENQUIST 1938 
and 1954, PuTKONE,· 1942), all of which show the vast number of birds in-
volved, though they represent, however, only a few species. This migration is 
usually mentioned in the ornithological literature only when it has been par-
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ticulary intense. A detailed study of the spring migration " ·as carried out 
already during the years 1937-1940 by one of the present authors in the area 
west of Helsingfors (BERGMAN 1941). These obserYations have since been 
continued nearly every spring and thus give the present study a good basis 
of field-ornithological records and experience. 
At the southern coast of Finland two species, the Common Scoter, M ela-
nitta nigra (L.), and the Long-tailed Duck, Clangula hyemalis (L. ), together 
constitute about 90 % of the ducks and geese that pass along the Gulf of Fin-
land in spring and autumn. Other species represented are the Velvet Scoter, 
Melanitta fusca (L.), the Brent Goose, Branta bernicla (L. ), and the Barnacle 
Goose, Branta le~tcopsis (Bechst.). In addition, a much less conspicuous migra-
tion of limicoles, Divers and Grebes occurs, as well as of various gulls. In 
the spring these other migrants are as numerous as the Common Scoter and 
the Long-tailed Duck only during short spells, of perhaps a few hours, during 
the approximately 15 days of migration of these two duck species. 
The general course of the spring migration of the Common Scoter and the 
Long-tailed Duck at the southern coast of Finland is the following: 
The Common Scoter. This species arrives at the Gulf of Finland in larger 
numbers after l\Iay 10th. The flocks do not rest for any length of time on the 
sea or in the archipelago, and the migration continues so that maximum inten-
sities of migration are observed close to the date of the first arrival. The n.t.i-
gration at the Gulf of Finland culminates 2- 4 days earlier than for the Long-
tailed Duck, but flocks of Common Scoters are still seen during the lastdays 
of the n.t.igration of this latter species. In the daytime the migration is strongest 
between 19.oo and sunset and usually still increases in the late evening. It 
begins to fade out about an hour after midnight. The short interruption in 
the migration after sunset, as observed by BERGMA_'\ (1941), is evidently only 
a local effect caused by topographical factors (see below p . 54) . 
The Long-tailed Duck. From l\Iarch to the beginning of :.ray there is a slow 
and gradual arrival at the southern coast of Finland; during this phase real 
concentrated migration cannot. usually be observed. There is, however, a clear 
tendency for the flocks to move in a definite direction (NE). During this phase 
the movements and the rarely occurring migratory flights take place as far 
as is known only in the daytime. In mild winters w·ith little or no ice, a restricted 
number of Long-tailed Ducks is seen as far north as the Gulf of Finland during 
the whole winter season. The state of the ice appears to determine the rate 
of arrival of the birds at their resting places, in the shallow regions outside 
the coast and in the outer archipelago (cf. GREXQVI T 1938, 1954, BERGMAX 
1941, 1951). Between May 15th and 28th approximately, the Long-tailed Ducks 
migrate towards their arctic breeding places. This migration has the same daily 
rhythm as that of the Common Scoter. 
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Both species migrate in large flocks, " -ith an average of 150-160 birds 
m each flock, or in groups of smaller flocks. Occasionally small groups of 
birds belonging to one of the species may be seen in flocks of the other species, 
but as a rule the flocks are pure. The conditions that release and favour migra-
tion appear to be very similar for both species. 
The use of radar in the study of bird migration (St;TIER 1957 a, b, HARPER 
1957, 1958), has provided entirely new possibilities for analysing the principles 
involved, but the method has also some considerable limitations. Extensive 
studies on movements and migration of birds have been carried out in Britain 
by LACK and his eo-workers (LACK 1958, 1959, 1960, 1962 a, b, 1963 a , b , 
TEnD & LACK 1958, LACK & EASTwoon 1962, LEE 1963). Further, there are 
studies of the migration along the eastern coast of the United States (DRURY 
1960, DRURY, NISBET & RlCHARDSOX 1961, RICHARDSOX, STACEY, KOHLER 
& NAKA 1958, DRURY & KEITH 1962, NISBET 1963). In Sweden, spring mi-
gration has been studied in the Stockholm a rea (~IASCHER, STOLT & WALLIN 
1962) and observations from Cyprus have been published by AnAMs (1962). 
GEHRIXG (1963) describes in detail the autumn migration over Switzerland. 
One of the main drawbacks of studying migration with the aid of radar is 
that it records the movements of most if not all birds flying within the area 
under study. Because a relatively large number of species is frequently in-
volved, an analysis is possible only in rather general terms. DRURY & KEITH 
(1962) clearly describe the kind of species classification that can be made based 
on radar observations alone. For instance, small passerines can easily be se-
parated from larger and faster birds, flocks of limicoles show a high speed, 
gulls are fairly slow etc. This is still a very rough classification and it is conceiv-
able that a good deal of the advantages of radar in the study of bird migration 
is lost when the species under study cannot be identified. 
In the present work this disadvantage is to a great e::\..1:ent eliminated because 
of the nature of the migration studied, with only two dominating species 
represented. As stated above, the Common Scoter and the Long-tailed Duck 
largely outnumber all other migrants during their period of migration, thus 
the radar records give a fairly homogeneous material presenting a good starting 
point for an analysis of the factors that influence the intensity and direction 
of migration. In addition, these duck species are both easy to identify in the 
field even at a great distance, a further advantage being that their flight calls 
are very characteristic so that the proportion of each species can be determined 
even at night. Thus it is possible to check the radar records continuously with 
field observations. 
Although only two dominant pecies are represented the number of birds 
is considerable, in spite of the fact that in recent years great numbers of Long-
tailed Ducks have become the victims of oil pollution of the sea in the Baltic 
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region. On the basis of the radar records of 1960 BERG:.\IA)l' & Do::-.-xER (1960) 
calculated the number of Common Scoters passing the Gulf of Finland in the 
spring to be about 1 200 000 and the corresponding number of Long-tailed 
Ducks to be about 300 000. With the experience of the radar technique gaintd 
since then we are, however, now inclined to correct these figures to about 
1 500 000 and 500 000 respectively. The radar films of the migration in 1961 
and 1962 indicate an increase in the number of flocks passing, as compared 
with 1960. On the other hand the field observations show that this increase is 
almost wholly due· to an increase in the number of Long-tailed Ducks. 
K u MARI (1963), reviewing the results obtained by the Baltic Commission 
for the study of Bird :l\1igration in Estonia, stresses the fact that during recent 
years the numbers of Long-tailed Ducks have dropped to an exceptionally low 
level, but still estimates that about 20 000 000 (!) birds of this species have 
passed the Estonian coast annually in the autumn. Our radar studies show 
that the total number of passing ducks and geese cannot be higher than about 
5 million birds, even on a very optimistic calculation. Because there always 
has been a clear majority of Common Scoters, the number of Long-tailed 
Ducks must consequently lie below 2 million and most likely even below 
1 million. Although the number of birds in the autumn migration as compared 
with the spring migration can be assumed to be approximately doubled due 
to the presence of the juveniles, the number given by K IMARI (20 million) 
thus appears to be about 10- 20 times too high. Since KUMARI does not clearly 
state how this number has been calculated, it is difficult to find the reasons 
for this discrepancy. It should be noted that in the spring the Common Scoters 
and Long-tailed Ducks observed and counted at the PN coast of Estonia 
are identical with the birds reaching the southern coast of Finland somewhere 
in the central parts of the Gulf of Finland. In actual fact the number of birds 
observed at the Estonian coast indicate a migration of the same general in-
tensity as that of the migration reaching the Finnish coast east of Hango, a 
recorded by radar. 
Observations from western Estonia (Puhtu bird station at the straits 
between the coast and the islands of Osel and Dago ( aaremaa and Hiiumaa), 
]oGI 1958, 1961, VEROMAN & ]oGI 1961), however, show a general ratio of 
1 : 1 : 1 between the Velvet Scoter, the Common coter and the Long-tailed 
Duck. The disagreement with records from Finland is striking because at 
the southern coast of Finland the percentage of' elvet coters is only 2- % 
of the total number of passing flocks of the three species mentioned, as establish-
ed by observations in the field. Further, the number of bird in a single flock 
of Velvet Scoters is on an average only about half of the number of individuals 
in flocks of Common Scoters and Long-tailed Ducks. Thu only 1- 4 o,~ of 
the diving ducks passing along the northern coast of the Gulf of Finland appeal 
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to be Velvet Seaters. In our preliminary report (BERGMA.N & DONNER 1960) 
on the numbers of Common Seaters and Long-tailed Ducks, it was tentatively 
assumed, to account for this discrepancy, that the Velvet Seaters observed at 
Puhtu possibly fly in a more eastern, and the Common Seaters and Long-
tailed Ducks on the other hand in a more northeastern direction. In the light 
of the present evidence, this appears rather unlikely because a corresponding 
separation in different flight directions has not been established in our radar 
observations. Possibly the majority of the Velvet Seaters seen at Puhtu are 
birds breeding in the coastal area of western and southwestern Finland and 
eastern Sweden. 
II. Methods 
1. Material and t echnique of recording 
The investigation has been carried out on the spring migration in three consecutive 
years, 1960-1962. In a ll , three different radar stations haye been used, a lthough not 
more than two simultaneously. The t echnique used for recording h as been the same as 
that used by SUTTER and L ACK. The plane position display (PPI ) of the radar equipment 
has been recorded on 16 mm negative film with the exposure of a single frame of the film 
for each revolution of the radar antenna (usu ally 1 5 sec). A clock with illuminated hands 
has been included in each picture. Thus films haYe been obtained tha t give the position 
oi different targets, e.g. b ird flocks, on a compressed time scale, each frame on the film 
giving the s ituation 15 sec before the next . The films so obtained han ginn the following 
material fo r the present analysis (see Fig. 1, p. 8 and map on p. 22): 
1960: 17-18.V., 21-25.V., 28.V. Migration has been analysed in the central p arts 
of the Gulf of Finland, approximately between Porkala and Lovisa, as well as on the 
adjoining Finnish mainland south of a line Lojo--Hy\·inge-Loyisa. 
19GJ: 6-24.\'. The same area as aboye. 
17-20.V. and 22-26.V. Area analysed: the western part of the Gulf of Fin-
land, approximately between Jusaro and Bengtskar, the archipelago north of the H ango 
peninsula and the adjoining p arts of the mainland. 
1962: /-14.\1 . and t 6-20.V. Area same as 1960. 
9-11.V., 13-18. \". , 2 1.\'. and 24-25.\". Area analysed: region around Lake 
Saimaa, approximately from J yvliskylii. to Kuopio and \"illmanstrand (Lappeenranta). 
In a number of cases separa te measurements of the altitude of flight have been carried 
out in addition to the ordinary PPI recording (cf. p . 15). 
2. Film analy i 
Direction of flight. For each time inten·al chosen the film was projected on to a screen 
of paper numerous times, during which the paths of indiddual flocks were followed with 
a pencil. With a high intensity of migration it was not always possible to trace in this way 
all the flocks, because in some places the density was o high that the points representing 
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FIG. 1. The intensity of migration in the years 1960-62 in different parts of the in-
vestigation area. 1960, 1961, 1962: 1 =central parts of the Gulf of Finland and the Finnish 
mainland between Porkala and Lovisa. 1 96 1: 2 = the western part of the Gulf of Finland 
and the archipelago north of Hango peninsula. 1962: 3 = E Finland, region around Lake 
Saimaa and area west of the lake. Thick horizontal bars below the lines indicate periods 
for which radar observations have been carried out. Lowermost line: intensities recorded 
by BERG:'·!AN (194"1) for the years 1937-t,O (field observations). 
individual flocks merged together. The actual direction of movement could, howe,-er, 
always be determined. The tracings on paper so obtained were later used to measure the 
direction of flight in any part of the area of investigation. Data on direction have been 
used either as giving the average direction of the stream of migrants during a restricted 
period or as directions of individual flocks (seep. 21). 
The flight speed (ground speed). ·when the time for a full revolution of the radar 
antenna and the displacement of a single spot (flock) between two subsequent frames on 
the film is known the ground speed can be calculated. uch measurements of the speed 
were generally carried out using the movement of a flock during 11 ub equent frames 
( = I 0 time intervals of about 15 sec) as a basis. This mm-ement was traced on paper and 
the length of the traces measured with an accuracy of 0. 1 mm. Considering the scale of 
projection the flight speeds so obtained should be correct to 2-3 °{, . - A faster method, 
giving, however, only the average speed of the stream of migrating flocks, is to follow 
continuously the general movement on the screen when the film i running during a 
certain time, for instance corresponding to 30 min, the time being obtained from the 
clock included in all frames of the films. \Vith this method and with film obtained 
under conditions giving strong radar echoes from the flock , the re ults are comparable 
in accuracy with those obtained with the former method, but can ob,;ously_ only gi,·e 
the average speed of all the moving flocks. Thus for a detailed analysis of the peed of 
flight only the former method has been used. 
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T he inte11s ity of migration. Classification h as been done us ing a scale of 0 to 5, where 0 
denotes no migration and 5 the highest intensity observed as gh·en below (the numbers 
of flocks mentioned are very approximate) : 
0 = no radar echoes of the t ype most probably due to flocks of Common Scot ers or 
Long-ta iled Ducks in the a rea of investigation. 
I = within the area studied not more than about 25 such rada r echoes visible simul-
taneously tha t must prob ably be a ttributed to the duck species under study . 
2 = weak migration . About 1 00 flocks simultaneously vis ible. 
3 = normal migration. Approximately 200-400 £locks. 
t, = s t rong migration . About 400-1 000 flocks. 
5 = very s t rong migration . The echoes of indh ·id ual flocks occur over the whole a rea 
and very frequently tend to merge together because of the small dist ance bet ween 
them . Perhaps 1 000-2 000 flocks. 
The intensities according to this scale h a \'e no t , in indhid ual cases, been det ermined by 
ac tual counting of the flocks but a re estimates based on the general impression obtained 
during projection of the film, as compared with a st andard agreed upon according to the 
above scale. The intensity of migration in the evenin g and during the night is given by a 
number that denotes the highest intensity observed bet ween 18.00 and 2 1.00, and between 
23.oo and 24.oo. If records were no t available for the whole e\·ening and night the h ighest 
intensity during the time for which record ing was done is gh·en . T he very regular and 
continuous increase in intensity from the onset a t about 1 J.oo to 18.00 and further until 
midnight , with a s low fading out towards dawn m akes the precise time to which the in-
t ensity detennina tions refer rather insignificant . T ime of the day is here given in East ern 
E uropean Time. 
Fig. I gi \·es a summary of the present mat eri al with reference to the intensity of 
migration . Schematically the time of the day is gi \·en : morning, d ay, evening, night. Thus 
a t most four sep arat e intensity values fo r each day can be obt ained . T he d at a fo r which 
radar obsen ·ations exist are also indicated by the thick b lack m arks below the line . F or 
comparison BERG)L\~ 's {194 1) in tensity dat a fo r the years 1937-1940 a re given . It must , 
however , be observed tha t his d a t a a re, in the light of the present e \·idence, t o a certain 
e)..'tent misleading (cf. p . t, i), giving inforn1ation on the migration over the a rchipelago only. 
The analysis of the direction and speed of flight has been canied out fo r periods of 
1-3 hours, separa tely for migra tion in daylight and after sunset. For long continuous 
films- tl1e longest comprise 12 hours- 3-4 mappings ha,-e been made. 'Wh en a change 
in t he d.irection , intensity or distribution of migration has been obsen·ed, a new an alytical 
map with directions and speeds has been made, even if the preceding one covered a period 
of less than an hour. 
3 . The meteorological data 
The dat a used have been obt ained from tile weather maps of the Fin n ish ~feteorological 
Office and from t11e weather statistics of the meteorological stations at the coast of t he 
Gulf of F inland. Because the records generally cO\·er the time fro m 19.00 to 1nidnight, 
the reports from the coastal s t ations at 20.00 and 23.00 ha,-e been used. T he analysis of 
the migration in the central parts of the Gulf of Finland has been carried out based on the 
data from the station kanslandet (\'all isaari) just outside Helsingfors, and from the 
talion Enskar (K atajaluoto) about 8 km to the SW of the soutllernmost part of H elsing-
fors. In addition , the data from Bligaskar 20 km \V of Porkala, Russaro 5 km SE of H ango. 
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and Utii between Hangii and Kiikar as well as own (G.B.) observations between Helsing-
fo rs and Porkala have been used. Further, the data from Tallinn (Reva l) and from Ristna 
on the island Dagii (Hiiumaa) have been t aken into consideration when the prevailing 
wind on the central parts of the Gulf of Finland h as been estimated. 
The wind. Since migration over sea proceeds a t low altitude ( I 00-300 m) the direc-
tion and strength of the wind has been taken as tha t reported by the nearest meteorological 
station or observation point. Analysis of the migration at greater altitude - mainly that 
studied in the Lake Saimaa region - has been carried out using the wind data obtained 
from the weather maps for 2.00 and 14.00. The air pressure gradient a t an altitude of 600 
-1 000 m has been used to derive the direction and strength of the wind. The accuracy 
of this procedure is not, however, great because the weather maps as such are not suffi-
ciently detailed and because for data on the migration around 20.00 an estimate of the ra t e 
of ch ange of the weather between 14.oo and 2.00 must be done. H owe,-er , a comparison 
between the strength and direction of the wind as rep orted at diffe rent ground s ta tions 
during this interval to some extent eliminates the arbitrariness of this procedure. At the 
coast with wind strengths below 5-7 m fsec the considerable local dedations of the wind 
due t o thermal, vertical a ir currents over land, constitute a disturbing factor, especially 
during warm days and evenings. The most m arked devia tions from the general direction 
of flow of the air have, however, presumably been eliminated by comparison with the 
wind data reported by the coast a l stations on both sides of the Gulf of Finland and by 
direc t field observations at Porkala in the outer a rchipelago, and at Helsingfors. 
Cloudiness . Because the degree of cloudiness may show great local variations and 
migrating flocks may thus rapidly pass areas tha t differ considerably in this respect , the 
possible relation of the intensity of migra tion to this fac tor has been studied using an 
average of the values reported from the nearest meteorological stations. For the migration 
over the central parts of the Gulf of Finl and the data from Enskar, Tallinn, Bagaskar and 
Russarii as well as our own observations were used. Only in cases where an unbroken cloud 
formation, without any p atches of clear sky, covered the whole area, has the m·ercast 
been considered complete. It has been attempted to attribute to each situation such a 
percentage of cloudiness that is representative of the area passed by a flock during a pre-
ceding flight of approximately an hour. 
For the migration over SE Finland the d a t a from K otka , Lahti, J yviiskyla and 
St. Michel h ave been used in a corresponding way. 
Visibility. The sources of data and principles of determination have been the same 
here as concerning cloudiness. The average visibility generally encountered with different 
kinds of air masses also to some e:-..--tent served as a guide. Certain areas with local reductions 
of visibility due to fog did not generally appear in the material from the meteorological 
stations. In this respect observations of local inhabitants ha,·e been taken into account . 
Ill. The identification of the migrant 
It is essential to be able to state "'-ith a high degree of probability that the 
migration observed and studied really consists of the two bird species mention-
ed, the Common Scoter and the Long-tailed Duck. ome facts about the 
migration have been presented above (p. 4), based on evidence from field-
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ornithological studies, showing that these bYo species strongly dominate the 
NE migration occurring at the Finnish coast between l\Iay 10th and 28th. 
As such, these facts suggest that any radar observations of birds during this 
time should generally refer to Common Scoters and I,ong-tailed Ducks. An 
examination of the present film material gives the following additional clues 
for their identification: 
1. The migration observed in the field simultaneously with the radar 
records has been found on all occasions, to consist almost solely of Common 
Scoters and Long-tailed Ducks. 
2. \Vhen no migration of the type studied here has been recorded by radar, 
no migration of Common Scoters and Long-tailed Ducks has been seen in 
the field. 
3. The general course of the migration, starting gradually between 1\Iay 
8th and 13th and ending normally about i\Iay 28th, fully agrees vvith the 
results of earlier field observations (BERGMA::\' 1941) (Fig. 1). 
4. The diurnal rhythm of the migration observed on the radar screen is 
identical with that observed in the field. 
5. The geographical distribution is the same as that observed in the field, 
as far as it has been possible to determine visually or on the basis of the flight 
calls of the flocks at night. Migration oyer the a rchipelago and over land occurs 
according to the radar records at exactly the same conditions as indicated by 
the field obsenrations of 1937-1940 (BERG~IA..'\ 1941). 
G. The agreement between field and radar records is very good regarding 
the number of flocks passing a certain observation point during a given time, 
the differences being explicable as due to the fact that flocks flying close 
together tend to merge to a single point on the radar screen. Also, it should 
be borne in mind that even in the field it is often difficult to decide what should 
be regarded as a separate flock if migration is intense. 
7. The direction of flight as seen on the radar films also fully agrees with 
the directions observed in the field. 
It must not be denied, hmYever, that other species of migrants occur at 
this time of the year. The flocks of arctic limicoles migrating along the Gulf 
of Finland and over southern Finland, should most likely be recorded on the 
radar screen. According to many field observations, e.g. at Porkala bird station, 
the migration of waders culminates at approximately the same date in May 
as the migration of the Common Scoter and the Long-tailed Duck. The flocks 
are, however, as a rule very much smaller than those of the present duck species 
and furthermore the indi,-idual birds, with a few exceptions, are much smaller 
in size and should accordingly give considerably fainter radar echoes than 
flocks of ducks. For a few days during the migratory period of the Common 
Scoter and Long-tailed Duck some 10- 20 greater flocks of limicoles can be 
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seen, for instance, at Porkala. But the intensity of this migration of limicoles 
never reaches the strength even of a weak migration of the ducks. 
T he species of the genus Calidr·is are generally observed to fly at a very low altitude . 
and hence a considerable p art of these flocks are presumably not recorded with radar 
except very close to the station used . Of o ther limicoles only Limosa lapponica and Cha-
radrius squatarola regula rly migrate a t considerable altitude and in flocks, which, due to 
their size (> 50 ind.), m ay be thought to give radar echoes comparable to those of tile 
flocks of ducks. The number of L imosa lapponica is, however, according to observations 
a t Porkala less than 3 000 and thus quite insignificant in comparison to the number of 
ducks. Charadrius squatarola is even less numerous - at Porkala not more than 1 500 
each season (these figures were kindly given to us by cand.rer.nat. PERTTI SAUROLA). Re-
ference may also be made to the d ata on the migration of limicoles a t Ottenby bird sta-
tion on southern ( Hand (SvXRDSON 1953). A great number of calls made by liruicoles may 
occasion ally be heard , but apparently only from single birds or small flocks. These calls 
refer mainly to the sp ecies Calidris alpina, Charadritts hiaticula and a few Tringa, or Nume-
nius phoeopus. The more noticeable rad ar echoes can hardly be expected to arise from such 
a migration. It is thus very unlikely that any kind of migration of liruicoles can ha\·e 
changed the picture obt ained of the duck migration in the present inYestiga tion . - The 
number of migrating geese (the Brent Goose, Branta ben•icla, and the Barnacle Goose, 
B. leucopsis) does not exceed 10 000, according to field observations. These birds migrate 
in flocks of generally less than 100 ind. Their migration period coincides approxin1ately 
with the migration of the Common Scoter and the Long-tailed Duck but the geese show 
a different diurnal rhythm, migrating especially in daytime and mainly in the morning. 
To some extent a cert ain migration of flocks giving the same kind of radar echoes as 
the duck flocks h as been observed mov ing towards the K~"\V before 1Iay 15th, both oyer 
the Gulf of Finland and in SE Finland. The type of echoes and the speed of flight indicate 
rapidly flying flock migrants. Because no field observations are ayailable on this migration 
the identification is very uncertain. It seems likely that some goose (Anser erythropus ?) 
or duck species is involved , possibly Pin t a ils (rl nas acuta). Being common in northern 
Fennoscandia, this species is not, however, seen in southern Finland in any considerable 
numbers on daytime migration. l\Iarked SSE-~\V night migration might possibly gi\·e 
an e:>..-planation to the fact tha t this species is not seen yery frequently in the field. The 
absence of a strong specific flight call would also e:>..-plain why this duck ha not been 
reported as a night migrant e ither. 
The radar films also demonstrate the moyements of presumably single birds of yarious 
species in the vicinity of the radar stations, especially on the Gulf of Finland. For instance, 
Herring Gulls (Larus argentat1H) can regularly be identified in their flights between ships 
outside the coast and their breeding habitats in the outer archipelago SW of Helsingfors. 
Other irregular movements of birds a re also obsen·ed in all the films, but differ markedly 
from the characteristic nearly rectilinear moYements of truly migrating birds or bird 
flocks. 
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IV. The speed and direction of migration 
l. The speed of flight and its dependence on various external 
and internal factors 
13 
The radar films provide a good opportunity to determine with a fair accu-
racy the ground speed of the migrating flocks, i.e. the speed of the birds in 
relation to the ground. Such measurements have been carried out by two 
different methods as described above (p. 8). Both methods have been found 
to giYe the flight velocities >vithin ± 2-3 ~0 of the correct value as judged 
from results with repeated measurements on the same film. It is obvious that 
on the assumption that the moving flocks all have the same speed it is sufficient 
to determine only the speed of the whole stream of flocks as seen when the 
radar film is projected. With a nry homogeneous migration as in the present 
case this assumption may come near the truth. But it may also be argued that 
even when only a single species is considered, variations in altitude of flight , 
motivation to migrate etc. produce large variations in the velocity of flight. 
This makes it necessary to study also the speed of individual flocks. 
\Vhen the ground speed is known the air speed of the flocks can be cal-
culated if in each case the direction of flight is kno,...-n as well as the direction 
and strength of the prevailing wind. This calculation has been carried out 
graphically which gives an accuracy sufficient for the present purpose. 
Considering first the average speed of the \vhole stream of migrants, more 
e~1:ensive measurements of this kind have been carried out on the migration 
crossing obliquely the Gulf of Finland in the area roughly about 25 km S of 
Helsingfors. Here ground speed values between 60 and 120 kmfhr have been 
recorded. On the other hand measurements on the migration over land in the 
area around Helsingfors and also in E Finland have given ground speeds 
between 75 and 190 km/hr. From these data the corresponding air speeds, 
i.e. the speeds actually resulting from the active flight of the birds, have been 
determined with a correction for the drift caused by the prevailing wind, the 
result being summarized in Fig. 2. The variation between the individual values 
is seen to be very large, the flight velocities over the sea covering the range 
between 65 and 102.5 kmfhr, the variation being marked for migration over 
land too. Two clear features, however, emerge from Fig. 2. Firstly, the air 
speed for migration over sea is lower than for migration over land, the cor-
responding mean values being 82.2 km/hr (sea) and 92.; kmfhr (land). Secondly, 
the distribution of the data for migration over the sea appears inconsistent 
with the notion of a homogeneous material , but strongly indicates the presence 
of two separate components with average air speeds of about 73-74 and 
3-84 km/hr respectively. 
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FrG. 2. Average air speed of the stream of migrants. A: 1Iigration over the sea. B: l\ugra-
tion over land. 
As mentioned above the actual measurements have individually taken an 
accuracy of± 2-3 % ·The inaccuracy of the available wind data introduces 
additional errors. Wind velocity has originally been obtained in whole mfsec 
and since 1 m/sec corresponds to 3.6 kmfhr the accuracy here is not greater 
than ± 1.s km/hr, even if the data are otherwise completely correct. Local 
wind variations as well as errors in the actual weather data may well add to 
this an uncertainty of about ± 3-4 km/hr. But it should be kept in mind 
that wind directions nearly perpendicular to the direction of flight affect the 
flying speed only to a very small extent with the "';nd strengths usually ob-
served. It then seems safe to assume that the calculated air speeds are correct 
to ± 5 km/hr in each individual case. 
It is not, however, a priori to be assumed that migrating birds of a certain 
species always fly with the same air speed, although normal migratory flight 
can be expected to be carried out at a speed requiring a minimum output of 
energy per unit distance. Even this may be questioned because earlier measure-
ments of the speed of flight (HARRISSON 1931, ROBERTS 1932, ::\lETh'"ERTZHAGEX 
1955) show that the speed of migratory flight apparently is about 20 % higher 
than that of normal flight in a number of birds. Generally it may, however, 
be stated that variation in the speed of migratory flight may occur because: 
1. The air speed is different at different altitudes, or 
2. the speed is correlated with the strength of motivation to migrate, 
being higher with a strong motivation. 
Considering the accuracy of the individual values for the air speed it is 
clear that the data of Fig. 2 for migration over the sea are well consistent with 
the notion of two speed components with an uncertainty in the individual 
values for each of the magnitude ± 5 km/hr. This condition, is not, howenr, 
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FIG. 3. The altitude of flight of individual flocks over SE Finland. 
realized when migration over land is considered, where the two peaks are 
absent and in addition the average speed is about 10 km/hr higher than over 
the sea. The possibility that some other bird species flying faster is involved 
over land can safely be excluded because it is clearly seen on the radar films 
that the same flocks that pass over the Gulf of Finland, under those conditions 
when migration over land occurs, continue their flight directly when they 
reach the Finnish coast. There is, however, a striking difference in the behaviour 
of the Common Seater and the Long-tailed Duck when migrating over the sea 
or over land. BERGMAJ.'l' (1941) found that the flight altitude over the sea was 
100-250 m, while the flocks passing over the inner parts of the archipelago 
along the Finnish coast flew considerably higher, at about 500-900 m. Mea-
surements with radar during the present investigation have given flight alti-
tudes over land between 200 and 4 200 m, the average being 1 050 m. These 
data refer to the area in SE Finland and are summarized in Fig. 3. The altitudes 
500-1 500 m seem to be preferred by the majority of flocks, the result being 
in good agreement with BERGMA..'<'s earlier figures for migration over the inner 
archipelago, quoted above. So far, and "ith this relatively small material, 
it is impossible to say whether there is a general preference for a certain altitude 
during a certain type of weather. There is, however, some evidence that the 
average flight altitude varies during different nights. 
The difference observed in Fig. 2 between the air speed over land and over 
the sea is also evident in measurements on single flocks as described above 
(p. 8) . An analysis of this kind, referring to the period 21.4o-22.ao on 24.V.60, 
is presented in Fig. 4. On that night migration was very intense and apparently 
due to the low ground visibility (cf. p. 39) the flocks crossed the coast and 
continued inland already much before sunset. The wind was from the east 
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Frc . 4. Ground speed distribution of individual flocks 21 .. \" .1960 2 1.40-22 .30. A: Flocks 
over the central parts of the Gulf of Finland. B: Flocks over land, • and :11.~ of H elsing-
fors. A 80 flocks, B 99 flocks . 
and fairly weak (3 m/sec) and did thus only slightly reduce the ground speed 
(which is given in Fig. 4) in comparison to the air speed. According to field 
observations on this particular evening in Porkala (Sommaro) by P. SAUROLA 
the majority of the birds seen or heard were Common Scoters with only very 
few flocks of Long-tailed Ducks. Considering migration over the sea it is noted 
that the distribution of speeds in Fig. 4 shows only a single peak around 
80 kmfhr, the second peak as seen in Fig. 2 being only weakly indicated. 
These circumstances suggest that the speed component between 0 and 5 
km/hr in Fig. 2 should be attributed to flocks of Common Scoters and the 
slower component to the Long-tailed Ducks. This point will be further discussed 
below, for the present question about the reason why flying speed is different 
over land and over the sea the relevant point is that in the case presented in 
Fig. 4, the vast majority of the migrating birds belong to the same species, 
the Common Scoter. VVhen the flocks of this species fly over land a different 
speed distribution is obtained with a stronger representation of higher speeds, 
the largest group flying with speeds around 90 km/hr. A smaller fraction of 
the flocks seem to fly with the same speed as used by the majority of flocks 
over the sea. As described above, flying altitude i 100-250 m over the ea 
and around 1 000 m over land. On the other hand the Common coters, as 
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shown in Fig. !1 flew on that particular evening about 80 kmfhr over the sea 
and about 90 kmfhr over land. A weather analysis shows that this difference 
in ground speeds cannot have been caused by a different wind velocity at 
higher altitudes. 
These findings thus show that a higher air speed is correlated with a higher 
altitude of flight, and that the magnitude of this gain of speed is about 10 % 
for an increase in flight altitude of 800- 1 000 m. The following factors may 
be thought to cause this effect: 
1. With the same constant output of energy the reduction of the density 
of the air at higher altitudes results in a faster flight. 
2. Flight at high altitudes is connected with a high motivation to migrate 
and this strong motivation also results in a faster flight than under other 
circumstances. 
An idea of the effect of altitude on air speed can be obtained from the normal 
aerodynamical expressions for lift and drag (cf. e.g. BROWN 1961) although 
it is not clear if these apply as such during conditions of flapping flight. These 
expressions show that under otherwise unchanged conditions, with the same 
lift and drag and with unchanged effective power for flight, velocity will be 
proportional to the square root of the inverse value of the mass density of the 
air (gfcm3). Thus 
.-1-V=kv _ 
e 
\Yhere v = Yelocity, (! = density of the air and k a proportionality constant. 
ow Fig. 2 considered together with the data in Fig. 4 suggests that the air 
speed of the Common Scoter over the sea, which means flight at a low altitude, 
is on an average about 84 kmfhr and onr land at high altitude 95-96 kmfhr. 
Taking 1 000 m as the difference in flight altitude between these two cases 
gives a calculated speed increase according to the above expression of about 
6 °·0 . It thus predicts a speed of about 9 km/hr at 1 000 m which value appears 
to be inconsistent with the actual air speeds measured. The relation between 
flight velocity and density of the air is according to the observed values much 
better described by assuming a direct proportionality between speed and the 
inverse value of air density. In this case 4 km/hr at ground level will cor-
respond to 94 km/hr at 1 000 m. The implication is that in the present case the 
nondimensional coefficients c; and Cd in the expressions for lift (L) and drag (D) 
v2 . (! 
L =r--s· 
'1 2 ' 
v! . (! 
D =Cd - - S 2 
where v =velocity, e = density of the air and the surface area of the wing, 
are not constant but are inversely proportional to the velocity v. These con-
2 
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siderations, however, apply only if the reduction of the den ity of the air is 
the only facto r that promotes air speed when the birds are flying at a higher 
altitude. It must also be observed that the altitude of flight is here taken only 
as an average on a fairly restricted material. 
In this context it is interesting to note that if the speed of flight increases 
in the way described with altitude because of the aerodynamic properties of 
the birds, migration at a fairly high altitude may offer a significant ad,·antage 
due to the greater speed attained. This \Yould be further enhanced if there 
is a tendency to migrate with t ailwinds and to utilize the higher Yelocity of 
the wind in the higher layers, as indeed seems to be the case with the two species 
studied here (p. 45). 
The question of the possible influence of the strength of moti,·ation to 
migrate on the air speed can be studied using the values for the intensity of 
migration. It can be concluded that the motivation to migrate is high when 
the intensity of migration is high, and it may then be asked if there exists 
any correlation between the air speed and the corre ponding intensity of 
migration. The material on air speed for migration over the sea, as giYen in 
Fig. 2, does not when analysed in this respect give any indication whatsoever 
of a correlation of this kind . But it must be observed that this material refers 
to determinations of the average speed, in addition showing a frequency 
distribution indicating the presence of two speed components. For these 
reasons the variation in the material due to other causes may be too large to 
show any minor differences in the true air speed. 
Another factor that may influence the motiYation to migrate and thus 
possibly the air speed is the direction of the prevailing v.;nd. As will be shown 
below (p. 45) the intensity of migration is generally lower v.;th wind between 
north and east and with these winds the present material give a slightly lo\Yer 
air speed. The difference is, however, too small to be considered ignificant. 
Now observations in the field by one of the authors (G.B .) how that on an 
average migration on days with these winds (headwind ) is carried out at 
a slightly lower altitude than usual. Since it can be inferred that the "wd 
generally increases in strength with increasing altitude, it is ob,-ious that the 
values derived for the air speed with the aid of wind data for a certain altitude 
will show a systematic deviation of the kind observed if the flight altitude 
depends to some ext ent on the direction of the wind. Another po ibility is 
that with winds between north and east the lower altitude of flight results in 
a slightly lower air speed due to the increased density of the air. \\'ith the 
present material it is impossible to decide which of the e two po ibilitie give 
rise to the difference observed, but there appears at any rate to be ufficient 
reason to exclude changes in motivation as an explanation of the slight reduct-
ion of air speed with headwinds. 
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The possibility that flight at high altitude is connected with a high moti-
vation to migrate and that this strong motivation also results in a faster flight 
can be excluded because of the fact that migration over the sea, however 
intense, is not carried out at high altitudes. Furthermore, crossing the coast 
from sea to land is not related to the intensity of migration but is determined 
by other factors, as is generally also the deflection in flight direction when 
the flocks are approaching the Finnish coast. Finally the data presented in 
Fig. Lr show that at a certain moment, when the general weather conditions 
etc., that is to say factors which may affect the motivation to migrate, are 
the same to all birds, migration over land proceeds at a higher air speed. The 
only remaining possibility, except the physical effect of reduced air density, 
is then that flight at high altitude as such stimulates the birds to a greater 
effort in migration, for instance, because the apparent movement of the ground 
as seen by a flying bird is slower when seen from a higher altitude. This argu-
ment is, however, contradicted by the fact stated above that the air speed of 
birds flying in a headwind is the same or slightly less than of birds flying in 
tailwinds. This although the ground speed is lower with a headwind and thus 
also the apparent movement of the ground as seen by the birds is slower. 
Fig. 4, referring to migration during wind conditions with a slightly reducing 
effect on the ground speed as compared with the air speed, indicates that the 
Common Scoter, which completely dominated the migration on that particular 
evening, has a normal air speed of more than 80 kmfhr over the sea and more 
than 90 kmfhr over land. The data of Fig. 2 show two preferred speeds for 
migration over the sea, about 74 kmfhr and about 4 km/hr. Since only two 
main species are involved in the migration studied, the speed component 
84 kmfhr must be attributed to the Common coter, as already stated above, 
i.e. to speed determinations on days or times of the day when this species has 
been the dominant one. The lower speed component can then be ascribed to 
the Long-tailed Duck. This interpretation is supported by the following facts: 
The Common Scoter is generally considered by field-ornithologists to be a faster 
bird than the Long-tailed Duck, although migration in mixed flocks occasion-
ally occurs. In that case it has been observed that a few Common Seaters in 
large flocks of Long-tailed Ducks are more frequently seen (G.B.), presumably 
because they have no difficulty in keeping pace with the Long-tailed Ducks. 
Further, the present material shows a slightly higher mean for air speeds 
during the period 13-19.V. than during the period 20-25.V. (84 and 80 km/hr, 
respectively). Although this difference cannot be proved to be statistically 
significant it may ne\·ertheless be connected with the fact that the migration 
period at the Gulf of Finland is about a week earlier for the Common Scoter 
than for the Long-t ailed Duck with, howeYer, a considerable overlap (BERG-
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FIG. 5. Ground speed distribution of individual flocks 25. \.1 962 Ol.oo in SE Finland. 
46 flocks. 
of migrants will in the beginning of the migration period mainly refer to the 
Common Scoter and later more to the Long-tailed Duck. 
1\'.lEINERTZHAGEX (1955) gives 54-72 m.p.h. ( = 86-115 kmfhr) as the 
speed of the Long-tailed Duck. His figures , however, refer to conditions with 
a tailwind of unspecified strength and are thus not strictly comparable '";th 
the present ones. 
:Migration over land does not, however, show the presence of two speed 
components in the material on the average air speed in Fig. 2. This is not 
surprising, because the number of cases is small and the Common Scoter, 
according to field-ornithological experience (G. B.), generally to a lesser extent 
avoids crossing the coast than the Long-tailed Duck, even in daylight. It is 
then to be expected that most of the speed determinations over land as carried 
out on the stream of migrating flocks , will give the speed of the Common coters 
and thus not show the two peaks as found in the material on migration oYer 
the sea. Analysis of the speeds of single flocks when migrating over land does, 
however, in many cases reveal the presence of two speed components about 
10 km/hr apart. Because in such cases the altitude of each single flock has not 
been measured the data are more difficult to interpret. An example is, however, 
sh0\\.-11 in Fig. 5, referring to migration on 25.\ .62 at 01.oo in the night over an 
area about 50 km SE of the town St. 1\Iichel. Here the two speed components 
clearly occur with approximately the same speed difference as in Fig. 2. In 
addition there is a group of very fast flocks, either flocks flying at a very much 
higher altitude or representing some other species. The high ground speed is 
due to the fact that there was a strong SW wind at about 600 m altitude ";th 
a reported velocity of 46 kmfhr. The actual air speeds would then be around 
80 and 90 km/hr respectively for the two main groups. The fact that the Long-
tailed Duck to a greater extent tends to avoid crossing the coast as observed 
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in the field (G.B. W of Porkala and J of Hango peninsula) " ·ill naturally lead 
to a certain separation of the two species at the southern coast of Finland. 
This difference will result in a more eastward occurrence over land of the 
Long-tailed Duck. Further, these birds will be observed over land later in the 
evenings than the Common Scoters. 
2. The direction of migration and the factors affecting it 
The general direction of the migratory movement studied is NE. The radar 
films, however, give an opportunity to make more precise statements. Thus 
the method used, of analysing the films by tracing the flight paths on paper, 
allows the directions of flight to be measured with accuracy. It is immediately 
observed that there is a fairly "';de variation from day to day, sometimes even 
from hour to hour, between the directions so determined. In addition, the 
direction of flight is not the same everywhere in the area studied during a 
certain moment. As a basis for an analysis of the factors that influence the 
direction of flight, the a v e r a g e d i r e c t i o n of the migration has been 
measured for each evening and night recorded on film during the years 1960 
-62 in the following regions (Fig. 6, p. 22): 
A. About 15 km to the south of Pellinge. 
B. About 20 km south of Helsingfors, south of and around the lighthouse 
H elsinki. 
C. 10-15 km to the south of Porkala peninsula. 
D. The land area to the north and west of Helsingfors. 
E. About 15-20 km to the south of Hango peninsula. 
F. An area about 50-60 km to the southeast of St. ~Iichel in SE Finland. 
These points have been chosen so as to avoid the very clear deflections 
observed when the birds come close to the Finnish coast when crossing the 
Gulf of Finland. Such deviations from the general approximately NE direction 
of flight that are obviously a reaction to the landscape will be discussed in a 
separate paragraph (p. 36). 
In Fig. 7 all the present data on the average direction of flight from areas 
A- F are presented in relation to the direction of the prevailing wind. The 
material has been grouped so that those wind directions (NE and SW) that 
ought to have no effect on the direction of a northeastern migratory movement 
are given in the centre of the figure. On either side of this have been plotted 
the wind directions that may be expected to deflect the migrants, on the left 
band side of the figure to the north and on the right hand side to the east. 
Obviously with a NE migration, SE and :V winds will be expected to have 
the greatest effect on the direction; they ha,·e accordingly been placed on each 
side and the other wind directions between these and the central line in the 
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FrG. 6. Map showing the position of the areas A-F for which the direction of migrat ion 
h as been measured and studied as explained in the t e.......t. 
sequence determined by the magnitude of their expected effect on the direction 
of flight. The open circles here denote migration before 21. oo and the filled 
ones after 22. so. 
Fig. 7 (p. 24) immediately makes it clear that the direction of flight is by 
no means a constant, the individual Yalues varying between 0° and 10°. Further, 
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the figure shows that there is a general tendency towards more northern direct-
ions with winds in the sector ENE-SSW (67 .>- 202.>0 ) , and on the other hand 
a more eastern tendency with winds in the sector WSW-NNE (247. 5-22. 5°). 
This demonstrates in a qualitatiYe ·way that the birds are subject to drift by 
the wind, and is then in agreement " ·ith the results obtained in earlier radar 
work (LACK 1958, 1960, DRURY & KEITH 1962). It is, ho"·ever, still possible 
that there is some, although not full compensation for drift. 
As stated in the preceding paragraph, the air speed can be determined if 
the ground speed and the direction of flight as " ·ell as the direction and strength 
of the wind are known. The graphical method used allows a simultaneous 
determination of the actual heading of the birds, when drift is excluded. This 
has been worked out in all cases for which corresponding speed measurements 
exist. In case only the direction of the migration has been measured another 
procedure has been adopted. Here it has been assumed that the air speed of 
the birds is equal to the averages obtained (p. 13), 82.2 km/hr over the sea 
and 92.1 km/hr over land. With these data in combination "·ith the wind data 
the true direction of flight is found by a simple geometrical construction. 
In either of these ways all the directions presented in Fig. 7 have been 
corrected and the values so obtained haYe been plotted in a similar diagram 
(Fig. 8). The large variation between individual values is still present, but 
the corrected directions appear uninfluenced by the direction of the wind. 
The material in Fig. 8 has been divided into three groups, as indicated by the 
vertical broken lines. These groups represent: 1. observations during winds 
that would deflect the birds to the north, 2. observations referring to winds 
that would deflect the birds to the east and, 3. observations when the wind 
has no or very little effect on the direction of flight. For each group the mean 
has been calculated and the corresponding standard error, the result being: 
Group 1 47.>±1.55° 
Group 2 46.•±1. 1 o 
Group 3 51.9 ± 2.27° 
A comparison of the means for each group gi,·es the following P-values: 
Group 1 - group 2: 0.1 > P > O.a , group 1 - group 3: 0.2 > P > 0.1, group 2 -
group 3: 0.1>P>O.os. There are thus scarcely grounds for assuming that some 
systematic difference is present. One reason "·hy group 3, referring to winds 
that have no or little effect on the direction of flight, shows a slightly more 
eastern direction than the two other groups may be that the measurements 
from the area in SE Finland are mainly included in this group. And as will be 
hown below (p. 3'. ) there is some reason to belie\·e that the direction of 
migration there is slightly more eastern. 
The fact then that the true direction of flight, where the effect of wind 
has been excluded, appears independent of the direction of the wind strongly 
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FIG. 7. The distribution of directions in areas A-Fin relation to the prevailing wind. 
Open circles = day migration, filled circles = night migration. 
suggests that the birds studied are unable to compensate for drift in any way, 
but does not of course exclude the possibility of reorientation if they have 
drifted off their normal migration route. 
In the data of Fig. 8 the effect of wind has been eliminated and the Yalues 
here ought to give the direction in which the birds actively fly. These directions 
are seen to vary between 70° and 25 °. When trying to analyse the factors 
responsible for this variation the first question naturally is: what is the accuracy 
of the orientation mechanism that the birds possess? An answer to this question 
is obtained by studying the variation in the direction of movement of individual 
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FIG. 8. The directions of flight presented in Fig. i, corrected for drift . Open circles 
= day migration, filled circles = night migration. 
gives the distribution of directions of single flocks for 24.V.60 at 20.4o in an 
area about 20 X 20 km 30 km to the north of Helsingfors. It is seen that the 
distribution is not a regular one but appears to consist of several groups with 
slight differences in the preferred direction . Because flight altitude appears 
to vary considerably over land (Fig. 3), any change in the direction and strength 
of the wind with altitude must produce an increased variability of the directions 
measured in the present way, not connected with any property of the innate 
orientation mechanism. It is then reasonable to assume that the postulated 
constant external conditions are realized only for groups of the material in 
Fig. 9, for instance the group sho·wing directions between 25° and 30°. This 
argument leads to the conclusion that the birds are able to orientate with 
an accuracy of ±3°, in other words that the range of variation introduced in 
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Frc. 9 . The distribution of directions of indiYidua l flocks 2 ~. ,- .60 20 .40 in an a rea 
10 x 20 km 30 km to the north of H elsingfors. 
vations from other areas and other days. Further, it is often obser;ed that eHn 
within a restricted area of the size used here (20 X 20 km) a sy tematic variation 
may occur, indicating a change in conditions from one edge of the area to the 
opposite one. On the other hand an alternative interpretation may be that a 
local topographical feature affects orientation. Nevertheless, the orientation 
mechanism appears most likely to be not at any rate less accurate than stated 
here; it is possible that the birds are even able to determine their direction of 
flight so accurately that when they are exposed to the ame ~-ternal con-
ditions their directions do not differ from each other more than 1-2°. 
Consequently, if time-compensated celestial orientation is invoh·ed as seems 
to be the case (p. 29-32), it follows that the internal clock of the birds, 
whether they orientate according to the sun or the stars, must not give 
deviations larger than ±12 min or, if the accuracy is ± 1-2°, not larger 
than ± 4-8 min. Approximately the same accuracy (:::5-10 min) in the 
timing of the diurnal activity rhythm is evident from P. PAU.IGREx's (1944, 
1949 and personal communication) results on different passerine birds. On the 
other hand ADLER (1963), discussing the psychophysical limits of celestial 
navigation hypotheses, states that for single Starlings the error of the internal 
clock may amount to '15-20 rnin (ADLER & GrAl'.'l.:T o 1 2) , which corre-
sponds to about ± 5°. Experiments on fish (HASLER & CHwA liAXX 1960) and 
on bees {LDiDAUER '1957) show that these animals can still u e the azimuth 
of the sun for orientation purposes even v.·hen the angle between the sun and 
zenith is 2- 3° (bees) or 5° (fish). These findings show that the animals are 
able to make a discrimination between the directions of two imultaneou ly 
presented stimuli of different sensory modalitie with about the same accuracy 
as single birds can use their internal clock for the determination of direction. 
The accuracy of orientation as observed here does not then appear incon-
i tent 'vith earlier data. Further, a factor that may increa e the accuracy i 
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the fact that the data presented here refer to the movements of relatively 
large flocks, and never to individual birds. It is clear that flock formation 
and the stimuli keeping the flocks together will suppress tendencies in indi-
Yidual birds to migrate in slightly different directions. Thus the actual heading 
of a flock will presumably be an average of the directions individual birds 
\Yould take when flying alone. This suggests a smaller variation in the head-
ings of individual flocks than in case of individual birds. It is then possible 
that flock migration in this way increases the accuracy of the orientation 
mechanism. 
It is then clear that the \'ariability of direction as shown in Fig. 8, cannot 
possibly be considered simply as caused by an inaccuracy of the orientation 
mechanism itself. The errors introduced by the procedure used here to derive 
the true directions of flight should naturally next be considered as a source 
of the variation observed. An estimate can be made from the known accuracy 
of the data for the wind (speed and direction) as \Yell as for the ground speed 
and the uncorrected direction of flight. Here by far the greatest error is intro-
duced by the inaccuracy of the wind data, where direction is given with an 
accuracy of 22.o0 and the velocity in full m/sec, thus ± i.s kmfhr is the 
accuracy here. With a wind direction perpendicular to the direction of flight 
and a wind of moderate strength (4-6 m/sec) it is found that with the 
accuracy stated the value deri\'ed for the actual direction of flight should be 
not more than 2° from the correct value. This figure may perhaps be doubled 
if one considers that the wind data used may be incorrect due to errors in the 
wind measurements and that the birds fly at an altitude for which the wind 
data used do not quite apply, at least not in all cases. Further the birds' own 
orientation mechanism gives a variation of say ±2°, and the method of tracing 
the flight paths may add to this an error of ±2°. This implies that the present 
procedure gives the direction of flight after wind correction within at most 
± -10° of the correct value. The fact that the standard errors of the mean 
are about the same as calculated on the present material divided into three 
groups (Fig. ), where one of the groups is constituted by those cases where 
the effect of the wind on the direction of flight is at a minimum, also supports 
this conclusion. Because if quite considerable errors were introduced by the 
present correction procedure they would raise the variation of those groups 
where the wind effect is strongest (groups 1 and 2). 
If it is then assumed that all the flocks are heading in the same direction 
one 'vould expect to obtain all the individual data, such as those in Fig. 8 , 
within ± 8-10° of the correct value, thus in a 16- 20" interval, if the above 
arguments apply. It is immediately clear that the pread of the data is about 
double this which suggests that the heading of the migrating flocks is variable 
and may change, for in tance, with different modes of orientation. 
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There are mainly two alternative possibilities to e..-q>lain orientation, if 
only such mechanisms are considered for which earlier reliable evidence t:."\ists: 
1. The birds orientate using the position of the sun or the stars as a guide, 
compensating for the movement due to the rotation of the earth with the aid 
of an accurately timed internal clock. This is the kind of orientation discovered 
by KRAMER (1949), later demonstrated to be possible by the stars too (F . and 
E. SAUER 1955) . 
2. The direction of flight is determined by the landscape, as for instance 
by coastlines, lakes, rivers etc. In this case earlier experience of the migrat-
ing birds as well as traditions from previous generations may have a great 
influence. 
It is possible to distinguish between these two modes of orientation, because 
in case 1 (celestial orientation) the orientation clue should be a constant within 
a certain, fairly wide area. It follows that the same direction of flight , if wind-
corrected values are considered, should in this case be observed in different 
parts of the investigation area. On the other hand it can be said that case 2 
(topographical orientation) must depend on stimuli which vary within the 
area under study, and that thus orientation by such clues is more likely to 
result in variable directions of flight determined by the local conditions. Thus 
if flight directions are found to vary much within the area under study topo-
graphical orientation is strongly indicated. 
I n Fig. 10 the data of Fig. 8 have been plotted separately for each area 
(A, B, C, D, E, see p. 21) , the number of cases being given in each interval 
of 5°. The mean direction for each area as well as the number of cases are given 
in the figure. It can be seen that in all areas, except perhaps in E , there is 
a common direction component around 30-50°, while on the other hand, as 
for instance in area B, directions occur that appear to be a characteristic of 
that special locality. The directions 30-50° thus appear to depend on some 
common orientation factor (case 1) and, for instance, the directions around 
55- 70° in area B on some local effect. It can further be observed in Fig. 10, 
that only regarding area D, which refers to migration over land, is the distri-
bution of directions approximately symmetrical around the mean. The distri-
butions in areas A, B, C, and E , referring to migration on the Gulf of Finland , 
are to a greater or lesser extent asymmetrical. \Vhen flying over the Gulf of 
Finland the birds approach the Finnish coast at an angle of about 30° and 
when reaching the coast change their direction and tend to follow it (cf. below 
p. 36) . Although the present material (areas A, B, C, E ) refers to the migration 
about 15 km south of the coast a certain change in the flight direction i 
apparently induced already at this distance. The films clearly show a gradual 
change in direction which, however, is more marked closer to the coast. Thus 
effects of the topography in areas A, B, C, E should mainly be manife t a 
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Frc. 10. Distribution of corrected directions of flight for areas A-E (cf. p. 22) 1960 - 62 . 
deflections to the east. On the other hand migration oyer land does not meet 
"';th this kind of one-sided deflection, but the effects should be more random 
and increase the spread on both sides of the mean. 
If then the same direction is used by the birds in different parts of the 
region studied this indicates that presumably the same principle of orien-
tation is used by all birds. The most likely assumption is that they orientate by 
the sun or the stars (celestial orientation). Because such orientation is excluded 
with a fully overcast sky, as has been demonstrated both experimentally 
( KRA~ER 1950, 1951, SAUER 1957), in earlier work with radar on migration 
(LACK '1958, 1960, GEHRD<G 1963) as well as in case of the >>nonsense>> orien-
tation discovered by MATTHEWS (cf. ::\L.\TTHEWS '1955, 1961, BELLROSE 1958, 
1963), it is possible to check the present material against the degree of overcast 
in order to see if this correlates with some special group of directions. In Fig. 11 
the present material (corrected directions of flight) has been plotted in relation 
to the extent of the cloud cover during the time of migration, this being expres-
sed in % of the maximum (full overcast = 100 %). There are only a few 
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Frc. '11. Corrected directions of flight in relat ion to the degree of OYercast. Open 
circles = day migration, filled circles = night migration. 
the fact that in such weather migration is only weak or completely inhibited, 
as will be shown below (p. 48) . Nevertheless, Fig. 11 shows that '"hen the 
cloud cover exceeds 60-70 % there are no cases where the birds have flown 
in directions 30-50°. This group of directions is the one common for the 
whole area investigated (Fig. 10). It can be inferred that a good view of the 
clear sky is needed for this kind of orientation to occur. The result i thus 
consistent with the interpretation that the direction between 30° and 50° are 
based on celestial orientation. Fig. 11 also suggests that celestial orientation 
in daylight is still possible when there is a 60 °0 cloud-cm-er wherea in the 
night the limit is slightly lower, about 50 ~ 0 . 
It is , however, evident that although flight in the direction which, according 
to the above argument, indicates celestial orientation is excluded when 
cloudiness exceeds a certain limit, the birds still even ,.,.;th a fully o,-erca t 
sky have some abilit y to migrate in an approximately correct direction, 
although they rarely do so. KRA.MER (1961) points out that the directional 
perseverance observed in experiments with caged birds may help them to 
maintain the correct direction even ,.,.;thout a view of the un or the tar-, 
but stresses that other results with caged birds C\lERKEL - FRO::\BIE 1958. 
FROMME 1961, PRECHT 1961) as well as results ";th homing pigeons gi,-e an 
indication of the existence of still unknown orientation mechanism . 'ucl1 
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FIG. 12. Distribution of corrected directions of flight I ;.oo-21.00 and 22.oo-02.oo. 
persistent maintenance of direction if normal orientational clues are lacking 
appears sufficient to explain migration of the present duck species under an 
overcast sky, especially considering that generally a fully overcast sky tends 
to abolish migration completely (p. 48). Further, the direction of flight with 
a nearly full overcast is ahYays such as to indicate guidance by the coast, which 
apparently under such conditions gives the immediate orientational clue. 
The migration studied here begins in full daylight and is normally quite 
intense already before sunset. Then it continues nearly all night until dawn. 
It may now be asked what kind of celestial orientation mechanism the birds 
use, whether the sun or the stars or possibly both, the sun before sunset and 
the stars by night . Some information in this respect ha been gained by dividing 
the material from areas A, C, E , and D, but excluding area B where a local 
effect is marked, into two groups. The first group refers to migration between 
17.oo and 21.oo (before sun et) and the other one to the time between 22.oo 
and 02.oo in the night. Fig. 12 gives the distribution of directions in these two 
cases. Quite ob\·iously there is a larger \·ariation in the material referring to 
night migration. The corresponding means are: daylight ft3. ± l.s0 , night 
46.• :r: 2.t 0 • These means are very nearly the same without a statistically signi-
ficant difference. But the standard deviation is . 0 for day migration and 16.t0 
for night migration, thus clearly expressing the difference between the two 
groups. 
The interpretation cf the result shown in Fig. 12 can proceed along two 
separate lines: 
1. The birds use the sun for orientation during the day and orientate by 
the stars at night. In that case star orientation is less accurate than orientation 
by the sun, or star orientation is more easily disturbed by local landmarks such 
as coastline , ri\·ers and lakes that may be \'i.sible even in the night, as well 
as by illuminated tO\ms, villages and road etc. It is also possible that although 
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the birds possess a mechanism for star orientation, they are unable to use it 
because of difficulties in seeing the stars in the twilight of the nights at this 
time of the year. 
2. Sun orientation is the only celestial orientation mechanism possessed 
by these birds and therefore fails after sunset. An assumption of this kind is, 
however, not supported by what is known for other birds both by experiment 
(SAI~T PAUL 1953) and in the field (LACK 1962 b, cf. also MATTHEWS 1955, 
1961 , BELLROSE 1958, 1963). 
At present it is impossible to decide definitely between these t wo alter-
natives. An observation with a likely relevance in this context is, however, 
that the kind of migration here studied never starts before the date (about 
7.V., BERGMAN 1941 and the present material) when a faint glow at the horizon 
indicates the position of the sun all through the night. If thus the birds deter-
mine their direction of flight from the position of the sun they can do so all 
through the night, although the accuracy with which this can be done must 
certainly be less in the night than when the sun is directly visible. This would 
explain the observed variability in night orientation without the need of 
assuming that the birds possess double orientation mechanisms. As stated 
above the mean direction between 17 .oo and 21.oo as compared ~ith that 
between 22.oo and 02.oo is practically the same but the standard deviation is 
about twice as large in the latter case. The weaker adherence to a basic direc-
tion is obvious, but it may arise in different ways. It may be said that in the 
night orientation is less accurate as such, the position of t he sun being barely 
indicated by the evening glow. But it may equally well be said that because 
the orientation clue is more diffuse and as a stimulus from a sensory point of 
view not by far so strong as the sun itself when visible, other clues for orien-
tation derived from the topography of the land beneath "ill be more frequently 
used. This question has not been studied so far, but an answer should be possible 
after a detailed study of the radar films in relation to the topography. 
In the treatment of the data it has so far been assumed that the mean 
direction of the migrants as determined by their celestial orientation mecha-
nism is always the same. In order to enable the birds to correct for the move-
ment of the sun they must possess an internal clock, which in ea e the accuracy 
of orientation is 1-2° as stated above (p. 26), must not be out of phase more 
than 4-8 min if individual flocks are compared, an hour corresponding 
approximately to a 15° change in the azimuth position of the sun. As described 
above, the Long-tailed Ducks gather fairly slowly in the spring at the northern 
parts of the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Finland before the rapid and concentrat-
ed final migration starts. The Common coter, on the other hand, appears 
to migrate from its wintering area to the nesting area with no marked resting 
period in between. Depending on the weather conditions there will be differ-
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FIG. 13. The distributions of corrected directions of flight during the years ·1960-62. 
A: 1960 (areas A, B, C, D ). B: 1961 (areas A, B, C, D). C: 1961 (area E ). D : ·196 2 (areas A, 
B, C, D). E: 1962 (a rea F) . Full e:-.:planation in t ext. 
ences in the time of arrival of the Long-tailed Ducks at the Gulf of Finland 
between different years, which should not be marked concerning the Common 
Scoter. Hence it is possible that when the phase of rapid migration starts the 
internal clocks of these species are not completely in phase with the local day 
at the starting point, ·with a possible variation from year to year, this asyn-
chrony, moreover, possibly being different for each species. 
Some information on this point is obtained when the direction material 
is divided according to the year of observation as shO'IYn in Fig. 13. The area 
from which the material has been derived is gi\·en in each case. In order to 
eliminate the directions in the material that, as shown above, (p. 28), most 
likely represent orientation by other than celestial clues, a slightly arbitrary 
procedure has been adopted. Of the directions between 50° and 55°thus 1 / 3 have 
been excluded, between 55° and 60° about '/5 and of directions >60° all. 
The cases so excluded are shown in the shaded parts of the diagrams. The 
remaining material shows a fairly symmetrical distribution around a maximum. 
In each case the mean direction has been calculated and is indicated in the 
figure by an arrow and the corresponding numerical value. The means for 
corresponding areas in the years 1960, 1961 and 1962 (Fig. 13 A, B and D) 
are 39.4°, 4 1. o0 and 42.7° and thus very close to each other considering the 
3 
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assumptions involved in this procedure. For this reason statistical treatment 
has not either been carried out. Although conclusive evidence about the 
variation of the fundamental direction of migration is not obtained in this 
way, the result suggests that if there are deviations from year to year these 
are likely to be of small magnitude. 
Fig. 13 C refers to the material obtained from the area to the south of 
the Hango peninsula. The mean here is 45.9° and thus about 4° different from 
the general mean for 1961 (Fig. 13 B) . But in this case all the individual values 
have been included, because the restricted material from the Hango area does 
not give any clearcut evidence about an eastward deflection of the migrants 
due to the proximity of the coast. Such an effect may still be there, however, 
and thus cause the slightly different mean. 
In Fig. 13 E the distribution of directions for the area in SE Finland are 
given separately. In this case migration proceeds completely over land and 
no coast effect should be present. The mean here is 48.5° as compared "';th 
42.7° for the rest of the material for 1962. Although rather uncertain, being 
based on a fairly restricted number of observations, this difference in direction 
of about 6° raises a question of some importance. The observations from SE 
Finland are mainly if not wholly made on bird flocks that have crossed the 
southern coast of Finland in the region around Helsingfors sometimes between 
21 and 23.oo. Their arrival time in the area in SE Finland can be calculated 
from the observed ground speed and the distance, about 200 km. With a speed 
of about 100 km fhr the flying time should be about 2 hours, which is consistent 
with the observations since the wave of migrants reach the area between 
midnight and an hour after midnight. This migration with its general NE 
direction results in a rather fast eastward displacement of the birds which will 
put their internal clocks slightly out of phase even during the migration of a 
single night. This should result in a change of the fundamental direction of 
flight, the magnitude of which is predictable on the following argument: 
If the migrating birds are assumed to start from the Helsingfors region 
(long. 25°E) and fly in an approximately NE direction, they have when reaching 
the St. :rvlichel region moved eastward 2.5°. If their internal clocks are syn-
chronous with local time in Helsingfors, they will be 2.o:l5 hours = 10 min 
slow in the area in SE Finland under study. In other words, according to 
the internal timing of the birds the sun will have a position 2.5° more to the 
east than at their starting point at the corresponding moment, and due to 
this the basic direction of flight should be 2..5° more to the east if a constant 
angle to the sun is assumed. The actually observed difference here is 5. 0 , but 
considering the restricted material and its variability much stress cannot be 
laid on the absolute magnitude. Obviously a much larger, and with regard to 
the wind data more accurate, material is needed in order to allow any definite 
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conclusion to be made. A similar effect should also be observed at any 
single point, because flocks passing at different times of the day must be 
considered to have started from quite different resting localities, provided 
that migration is started approximately at the same time of the day. The 
presence of such an effect is possibly suggested by the data of Fig. 11 , 
where the average flight direction at night is found to be 2. s0 more eastern 
than in t he evening. 
I n the case of the present birds it does not seem unrealistic to assume a total 
flying time of 5-6 hours per day giving a displacement of 500-600 km and 
thus a change in the basic direction of about I - o according to the above 
argument. If migration is continued on the following day it may also be asked 
whether a resting period of 12 - 14 hours is sufficient to synchronize the in-
ternal clock with local time. Experimental e\'idence on this point exists for 
other birds, thus HOFFMA"-~ (1954) found for the Starling 4-6 days to be 
required for a phase shift of 6 hours, " ·hich corresponds to about 1 hourfday. 
The results of A.SCHOFF & WEVER (1963) on Chaffinches suggest ea 1.5 hours/ 
day. The phase shift mechanism then appears to be sufficiently rapid to allow 
both resynchronization during a half day rest of phase differences of the prestnt 
magnitude, as \\'ell as to explain the relati\·e constancy of direction from year 
to year. 
The accuracy of the wind-corrected directions of flight was stated above 
(p. 27) to be ±8-10°. This accuracy is too low to gin an opportunity for an 
analysis of the possible diurnal variations in the direction of flight as deter-
mined by celestial orientation mechanisms, one of the questions being whether 
these birds can fully account for the changes in the azimuth position in the 
sun (cf. e.g. HOFFMA.'\T)< 1954, BRAmrER 1960, BRAEMER & SCHWASSMAKX 
1963, BmuKow, FI.SCHER & BoTTCHER 1963). GEHRI:\"G's (1963) results from 
Switzerland demonstrate a diurnal change in the direction of migration suggest-
ing that birds do not use the local sun azimuth curve, which would indeed 
be surprising considering that their internal clock a re probably in phase with 
conditions at their starting point and not at the point of observation. Because 
the rate of change of sun azimuth shows a diurnal variation the magnitude of 
wl.tich changes with latitude, birds moving fairly rapidly northwards or south-
wards will be exposed to changing conditions in this respect. 
Another question is whether any kind of compensation of drift takes place 
manifest as a change in the innate heading, for instance after persistent winds 
from one direction. This would require some more elaborate navigation system 
than pure direction finding. 
In order to make a more detailed analysis po ible, work now in progress 
has been aimed at securing the best possible wind data at the actual time of the 
radar observations by specially arranged pilot balloon observations. 
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FIG. 14. General course of the migration in daylight with high or medium Yisibilitr. 
Note general absence of migrants over land, except a few flocks in the lake region (s~e 
p. 42 and 52) . 
3. The influence of topographical factor on the direction 
The analysis described in the preceding paragraphs has deliberately been 
carried out with material from areas that show only little of the very clear 
effects exerted upon the direction of migration by local topographical factors. 
An effect of this kind is, however, even there manifest in the fact that the 
birds under certain conditions when approaching the Finnish coast from \\ 
tend to take a more east ern course already at a relatiYely great distance from 
it (p. 28, Fig. 10). This deflection is gradually increased when the flocks come 
nearer t o the coast and often leads to an extremely great accumulation of 
flocks flying approximately parallel to it just outside or at the level of the 
outer archipelago (Fig. 14). These reactions of the birds are very clearly 
illustrated by the radar films, but are difficult to describe and analyse in a 
quantitative way, due to the great number of factors im·olved. They will 
therefore be described here qualitatively only. At the end of thi paragraph 
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FIG. 15. General course of the migration during the night. 
an attempt will then be made to summarize the kind of general behaviour 
and reactions of the birds that are predictable on the present material. 
The effects to be described refer to the only condition where the effect of 
the topography is quite obivious, namely when the birds on their flight meet 
a coastline, either on the mainland or islands of the archipelago on the open 
sea. These reactions are well illustrated by the radar films from the Hel-
singfors-Porkala area, a " ·ell as from the region around the Hango peninsula. 
In both these regions the migrating flocks , flying over the Gulf of Finland in 
an approximately m direction, in daylight gradually change their direction 
of flight when approaching the coast o that they finally fly on a course parallel 
with the coastline (Fig. 14). This change of direction is under conditions with 
good \·isibility already quite distinct around the lighthouse Helsinki , situ-
ated about 20 km off the coast to the south of the city (see Fig. 10 B, 
p. 29). Apparently the distance at which this deflection begins depends on 
the distance at " ·hich the coast i clearly seen by the bird . This applies for 
migration in daylight with medium or good Yi ibility, but may occur to some 
extent on nights with a full moon and a good Yisibility. On the other hand , 
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F:rc. 16. A-H. Routes of daylight migration in the Porkala-Helsingfors area during 
different conditions of wind and visibility. Thick arrows in the lower right-hand corner of 
the maps indica t e st rength and direction of the wind at ea le\·el. .-l. Wind: ~" , 4 mfsec, 
visibility > 30 km. B. S W , 5 mfsec, 30 km. C. \\", 3 m/ ec, 25 km. D. S, 4 mfsec, 
15 km (Hango: N, 6 rufsec, 30 km).£. SSE, 3 mfsec, 15 km . F. E . 5 mfsec, 6 km, in 
i:he western part of the area only 300 m. G. SE, 4 mf ec, 30 km . H. E E , 5 mfsec, 25 km. 








FIG. '17 . A-D. Routes of night migration in the Porkala-Helsingfors area during 
different conditions of wind and visibility. Symbols used same as in Fig. 16. A. Wind: 
SW, 0-1 m fsec, visibility 30 km , moonlight . B . SW, 1 m fsec, 20 km . C. SW, 3 m fsec, 
> 30 km. D. SE, 3 m fsec, 15 km, upper wind E, 6 mfsec. 
the direction of migration during nights with a faint twilight only 1s not to 
any greater extent influenced by the coast, e\·en in clear weather with good 
\isibility, but usually continues over land "ithout any change in direction 
(Fig. 15). This also occurs in daylight under conditions when there is a haze 
or a low fog over the coast. Then nearly all the flocks of Common Scoters and 
mostly also the Long-tailed Ducks continue their flight undisturbed over land. 
Typical examples of the routes taken by the migrants under Yarious external 
conditions in the Helsingfors-Porkala area are given in Fig. 16 A-H (day 
migration) and Fig. 17 A-D (night migration). 
A marked effect on the migration is exerted by particularly conspicuous 
coastal configurations as, for instance, narrow bays and capes protruding into 
the sea. These effects are most clearly manifest in daylight with medium 
\isibility, but similar effects are observed to some extent also in the night, 
especially with moonlight. Such parts of the coast and archipelago that do not 
form a clear obstacle in the direction of flight but still protrude from the coast. 
produce a local deflection of the birds away from the point most clearly visible 
to them. Usually this results in a deflection towards the open sea. But with 
a peninsula that protrudes towards the W from the coast a condition may 
arise where the birds obviously see the point of the peninsula east of their 
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Frc. 18. General map of the area around Hango penin ula illu tra ting det a ils of the 
reactions on islands and the coastline during daylight migra tion. 
direction of flight and con equently turn northwards and become trapped on 
the western side of it. There they finally reach a point where open water i 
nowhere to be seen in front of them, which results in a rather radical change 
of behaviour, as has been observed both west of the Porkala peninsula and we t 
of the Hango peninsula. The details of the courses followed are seen in Fig . 1, ... 
and 19. The following typical features may be mentioned: Flocks flying straight 
towards a land mass regularly increase their fl);ng altitude and display, with 
an interval of a few minutes, a kind of panic that hows up as an interruption 
in the rise towards higher altitudes by a kind of sudden and irregular diving 
flight. The flight altitude, which initially may have been 5 -200 m but due 
to the tendency to rise may be 500-1 200 m, quickly drops to about 20 -
150 m with a subsequent rise. This is especially characteri tic of the Long-tailerl 
Ducks in the area W of the Hango peninsula at the we tern coa t of it, facing 
the open waters between the peninsula and the Bromarf land. The increased 
altitude of flight after the diving flight, which i accompanied by frequent 
turning so that no progress in the direction of migration i made, i followed in 
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FIG. 19. General map of the a rea around Porkala peninsula and H elsingfors illustrating 
details of the reactions on islands and the coas tline during daylight migration. 
a few minutes by continued flight either over the land in front where it ts 
narrmYest, or back to the point of the penisula and from there onwards along 
the coast. Qb,-iously the higher altitude creates a situation where the waters 
visible on the eastern side of the peninsula reduces the inhibitory effect of 
the land. The lower the visibility the easier this trapping effect leads to con-
tinued flight in over the mainland. This is apparently always the case if the 
birds cannot see the waters on the other side of the peninsula or the point. 
The term visibility here includes both effects due to the prevailing atmospheric 
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conditions and effects due to changes in illumination, i.e. between day and 
night. 
Locally, the 10-20 km long and frequently more than a kilometer wide 
fiordlike bays north of the Hangi:i peninsula deflect the migrants even 30° 
from their normal direction of flight (Fig. 18). This effect is strong in daylight 
but can be traced also at night when flight altitude is still fairly low after the 
short flight over the archipelago, considerably lower than inland (p. 15). 
Single flocks have been found to change their direction to SE from the inner 
parts of the bays of Gennarby and Pojo and to return to the sea. In the Porkala 
area, the absence of large lakes and bays in the region north and northeast of 
Porkala apparently explains why flocks crossing the coast here continue their 
flights in rectilinear paths in their normal NE direction of migration. North 
of the Hangi:i peninsula this situation is reached only after the birds have 
passed all the bays of the coast that stretch deeply inland. 
On an average the flight altitude in the region studied in SE Finland is 
higher than in the vicinity of the coast (cf. p. 15). This is presumably the reason 
why the influence of lakes and rivers appears to be negligible. During the half 
hour before sunrise changes in direction can be observed that seem to correlate 
with the position and occurrence of large lakes. This is presumably connected 
with the fact that a part of the flocks at this time tends to find resting 
places on these lakes, and in doing so can be expected to reduce their altitude 
of flight. Some effect of the topography is also seen around the large lake 
Paijanne, where daylight migration passes along the lake in a more northern 
direction than normally, at any rate this lake is found to cause a deflection of 
the normal direction of migration. 
The situation and width of the zone "ithin which the migration becomes 
concentrated outside the coast at Porkala and Helsingfors under conditions 
when the birds are deflected when approaching the coast, appears to be de-
termined by visibility, amount of drift and flight altitude (Figs. '16-17). 
The lower the visibility and the higher the altitude, the nearer to the coast 
the migrants pass. This is in full agreement with earlier ob-en·ations on the 
flight altitude over different parts of the archipelago (BERGlL-\ ... '\ 1941). Field 
observations show that the more uniform the flight altitude is, the narrower 
is the zone within which the migrants pass along the coast; flocks at the same 
altitude are at the same distance from the coa t deflected by an equal amount. 
On the other hand, if the altitude varies the flocks fl)ing lower as a rule take 
a course further out at sea. This results in a "idening of the zone where migrat-
ing flocks are observed. Strong drift caused by wind, deflecting the birds so 
that the resulting movement is more clearly directed toward the coast, re ults 
in a narrower zone of migration than "ith no or little effect of the wind. It 
is clear that northern and northwestern winds "ill act in an oppo ite manner. 
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If they are sufficiently strong the drift produced alters the direction of the 
actual movement of the birds with reference to the ground to that extent 
that the flocks never reach the Finnish coast but move parallel to it or even 
under extreme conditions away from it (Fig. 16 A). If the migration for a 
particular day consists of either of the species alone, the zone of migration is 
narrower than if both species are represented: the Common Scoters appear 
to react a little less strongly to the coast than the Long-tailed Ducks. Local 
fog , conspicuous cloud formations and rain showers, as well as the movements 
of ships on the sea finally also affect the details of the migration to some extent. 
Strong local showers and thunderstorms are generally avoided by the birds, 
''"hich change their course and are observed flying round such local distur-
bances. Flocks that reach a larger area with rain, moving northeastwards, 
interrupt their migration. Ships and especially naval manouevres cause resting 
flocks to enlight and start their migration even at times of the day when 
migration is otherwise weak. 
A striking feature always observed when migrants have been deflected 
by some protruding island or point on the actual coast is that the original 
direction of flight is not resumed immediately after the obstacle has been 
passed but after they have definitely left the deflecting configuration behind 
(Figs. 18-19). The deflecting effect of the land thus still lasts when the di-
stance to it from the birds is greater than the smallest distance to it when the 
deflection started. The birds' inertia in resuming their normal direction of 
flight is manifest in the fact that after ha,-ing turned away towards the sea 
from an island or peninsula, the flocks fly along a curved path which may have 
a radius of 10-15 km and only gradually resume their normal direction of 
flight. This is particularly evident when the migrants pass the island of Nargo, 
"hich causes a northward deflection of the flocks so that when they leave 
the island they may even fly towards the ru . Although there are no islands 
between the Finnish coast and Jargo, the flocks resume their normal :r--.1£ 
direction approximately halfway between Estonia and the Finnish coast. 
The changes in direction observed as a response to islands and coastlines 
in front of the birds, when flying oYer the sea, can be looked upon as being 
governed by a compromise between two conflicting tendencies: 1. to maintain 
the rectilinear normal direction of flight , and 2. to fly in a direction that leads 
to continued migration over the open sea. These conflicting effects vary in 
relative strength depending on the distance to the coast and the visibility, 
o that with low visibility in daylight and nearly always at night, no deflect-
ions can any longer be obsen·ed. The other extreme is repre ented by the cases 
''"here the birds in full daylight fly directly towards a point on the coast or an 
island. In that case there is no change in direction until the birds are very 
do e to the land, apparently because the tendency to maintain the normal 
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direction of flight is strong enough to suppress a tendency to turn, which may 
be weak so long as the land is right in front of the birds. The situation is then 
symmetrical with reference to stimuli that may give rise to a change in direct-
ion and gives no clue regarding which way to turn. At a certain moment the 
birds are so close to the land that the kind of >panic>  behaviour described above 
follows, with a sudden and radical change in the direction of flight. 
When approaching a coast at a small angle the necessary correction in the 
direction of flight is small in magnitude, theoretically equal to the angle be-
tween the normal direction of flight and the general direction of the coast if 
it results in a movement parallel to it. Under such conditions the prevailing 
wind may enter as a factor that increases the movement towards the coast, 
and finally brings the migrating flocks so close to it that they compensate for 
this with a greater change in direction. The result is that migration becomes 
dependent on topographical factors only and is thus in effect also compensated 
for drift by wind. The border between the area on the open sea, where the 
direction of flight is influenced by the coast but not compensated for drift, 
and the coastal area with direct orientation according to the topography as 
described above, is diffuse and varies depending on the visibility and the 
prevailing wind as well as on the kind of coastline encountered. It appears 
that in the present case the flight is strictly guided by the topography at 
protruding points on the coast and at islands fairly far off the coast (Hango, 
the Jusaro islands, Porkala, Helsingfors-Sveaborg-?.Ijolo, the oderskar 
islands and Pellinge). Between these points the strict guidance of the coast 
may be absent if the migrants are not drifted by strong side"inds to such an 
extent against the coast that they even here come to follow the topography 
completely. 
V. The effect of meteorological factor on the intensit 
of migration 
The previous analysis has shown that the Common coter and the Long-
tailed Duck fly during their spring migration approximately in the direction 
40° but are in addition subject to drift by "ind, whereby the direction of the 
finally resulting movement varies between fairly "ide limits. The wind al o 
enters as an important factor for the ground speed. In addition, celestial 
orientation is necessarily dependent on a more or less clear sky. During the 
migratory period weather conditions may change continuously. ome condit-
ions are clearly favourable for migration, for instance, a \\' "ind directly 
increases ground speed, while on the other hand E and ~n.V ''inds result 
in lateral displacement with reference to the normal direction of migration. 
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It is obvious that the drawbacks of unfa,·ourable weath(:r conditions can be 
avoided and the advantages of fa,·ourable conditions utilized if the release 
of migration is governed by these in an appropriate way. The existence of such 
effects should be manifest in correlations between certain meteorological 
variables and the intensit y of migration. After what has been said, the most 
obvious factors to test for such an influence are wind and cloudiness. 
I. Strength and direction of the wind 
A general picture of the effect of both the strength and direction of the 
\Yind is obtained in Fig. 20, which gives the intensity of migration in relation 
to the direction of the prevailing wind. 
Here data are given for each evening (open circles) and night (filled circles) 
for which radar observations are available from the central parts of the Gulf 
of Finland. There is a clear predominance of cases with winds between S and 
SW. In a qualitati,·e way Fig. 20 demonstrates that there is indeed a connection 
between wind direction and the intensity of migration, so that winds from the 
NE appear to reduce or abolish migration completely, whereas the really high 
intensities of migration are to be found ;vith ,~;nds between S and W. In other 
words the migration of these ducks takes place mainly with tailwinds. 
This dependence, in Fig. 20 pre ented only in relation to the direction of 
the wind, appears to be a gradual one where naturally wind strength should 
enter as one of the variables. To include thi , the material is presented in Fig. 21 
in relation to the speed decrease or increase caused by the prevailing wind 
to a bird flying in a northeastern direction. The symbols used in this figure 
for each case denote the degree of 0\·ercast reported, filled circles indicating 
full overcast and open circles a completely clear sky. This because, as will be 
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FIG. 20. The intensity of m.igra tion in relation to the direction of the preYailing 
wind. Open circles = day migration, fill ed circles = night migration. 
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FrG. 21. The intensity of migration in relation to the speed increase or decrease 
produced by the wind. The degree of overcast indicated in each case by the degree of 
filling of the circles. Circles with squares denote cases with full or nearly full overcast 
(~ 75 %) which have not been included in the statistical treatment . Regression line 
y = 0.244 X + 2 .81. 
shown below, there is very good reason to believe that migration is inhibited 
by a high degree of overcast (> 60-70 %). These cases have been specially 
indicated in Fig. 21 by small squares, and they have not been included in the 
statistical treatment. The calculated correlation coefficient is found to be 
0.66 corresponding to a P-value of >O.oo1 and the line of regression is that 
drawn in the figure. 
These data then suggest that the effect of the wind is such as to abolish 
migration completely when there is a headwind of about 13. s m/sec, which 
is the value obtained corresponding to the intensity 0 when inserted in the 
equation for the regression line. However, it is clear from Fig. 20 that with 
an NE wind migration has stopped completely although the strength of the 
v.ind has not exceeded 6 m/sec and with less than 50 % overcast. Because 
of this it seems possible that the effect of the wind is twofold: 1) a decrease or 
increase in the intensity of migration related to the speed decrease or increase 
produced by it, and 2) a further reduction of the intensity if there is a more 
or less straight headwind; i.e. an effect of v.ind direction as such. 
Naturally the choice of intensity units largely affects the kind of correlation 
obtained, and it can be questioned whether the relationship is linear at all. 
The present intensity scale is roughly a logarithmic one, with an average in-
crease of the number of flocks per unit area of about 2-3 times for an intensity 
increase of one unit (p. 9). From Fig. 21 it can be worked out what percentage 
of the flocks for all observation periods migrated during head- or tailwinds: 
it is found that about 70 % of the flocks migrated with tailwinds and about 
10 % in weather giving neither a speed increase or decrease by the wind. 
Fig. 21 also shows that this is not due to a dominance of days with tail'i'.inds in 
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the material. Biologically, the occurrence of a relationship of this kind is easy 
to understand because it is bound to make migration more economical, reducing 
the energy expenditure of the birds per uuit distance considerably. 
The results thus confirm PuTKOxEx's (1942) statement about the lack of 
migration of the present birds with NE winds. On the other hand, the inter-
pretation put fonvard by BERGMA~ (194 1) is not generally valid. He found 
that "';nds between E and S were especially favourable for migration, as long 
as their strength did not exceed 8 m fsec. The inconsistency is, however, explain-
ed if the general effect of the wind on the direction of migration is considered 
together with the reactions of the birds when they approach the southern 
coast of Finland (p. 36). With S and E winds it is clear that the birds tend to 
drift more to the north and this will accumulate them along the coast, which 
they will avoid to cross in daylight. nder such conditions an observer in the 
archipelago (BERGMA~ ' s observations were carried out at Kopplorna 12 km 
WSW of Helsingfors) will record the highest intensities of migration, although 
the effect is only a local one not directly depending on the general intensity 
of migration. 
A similar tendency to migrate in following winds is evident from HARPER's 
(1957) first report and is demonstrated by LACK (1962 b, 1963 a, b) in his 
analysis of the migration across the southern North Sea. His data for the spring 
migration (LACK 1963 b) show a change in the intensity of migration of 1.2-i.a 
units when there is a change in the wind from E to W during eastward emi-
gration. These units refer to a scale of 0-4, on our scale of 0-5 the change is 
approximately 2 units. When only wind-direction is considered inspection of 
Fig. 20 shows that in the present material a change from ffi to SW wind results 
in an increase in intensity of about 3-4 units. 
2. Cloudiness 
The significance of celestial orientation for the migration of both day and 
night migrants naturally requires that the birds have at least a restricted view 
of the clear sky. With a completely overcast sky celestial orientation is eli-
minated and two possibilities remain if the possible existence of unknown orien-
tation mechanisms is disregarded: orientation according to the topography 
based on previous ex-perience from earlier seasons, or no migration at all 
under such conditions. In the present case, it has been shown above (p. 30) 
that when the degree of overcast exceeds 60-70 % the direction of flight 
strongly suggests orientation based on landmarks only. 
Fig. 22 gives the intensities of migration recorded here in relation to the 
degree of overcast. It appears that as long as the cloud-cover is below 2/ 3 both 
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Frc. 22. The effect of the cloud-cover on the intensity of niigration . Open circles 
= day migration, filled circles = night migration. 
zero intensity in this group all refer to days ~ith ~ ;-£-NE winds_ In these 
cases the wind, as stated above, appears to han been the factor stopping 
migration. On the other hand the intensity of migration is seen to be very low 
with a cloud-cover of more than 60-70 %, and migration appears to be 
completely inhibited with a full overcast. That this inhibition is not due to 
the direction of the wind is evident if Fig. 21 is inspected. There two of the 
5 cases recorded with no migration and 100 % OYercast refer to wind conditions 
that otherwise appear favourable for migration. 
The present material does not allow any conclusions to be made about 
the effect of clouds when the cover is less than 60-70 %· However, this is 
the limit below which celestial orientation can be successfully used by the 
present birds and it is then not surprising if the intensity of migration is affected 
only when this limit is passed, in other words when celestial orientation is 
rendered impossible by an extensive cloud-cover. 
Field observations (G.B.) carried out simultaneou ly "ith the radar record-
ings indicate that the migration continues with unchanged direction and 
intensity also over such districts where locally the amount of clear sky is less 
than 10 % of the total, at least under conditions when the clear sky in view 
is represented by several patches in different directions (Kopplorna 19.V.1961, 
23-24.oo). On that evening the meteorological stations at the western parts 
of the Gulf of Finland report a cloud-cover varying between 0 and 100 %, 
the average being about 60 %. Thus the birds observed at Kopplorna must 
have passed regions with fewer clouds before arriving at the Finnish coast. 
Here it must be observed that the reports from the meteorological stations 
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are not always reliable. During the night mentioned, Helsingfors reported 
100 % overcast, although there \Yere " ·ithin a radius of 1~ km from the t own 
numerous openings in the clouds even over the town itself. Only with the 
continuous cloud-cover of the passage of a weather front associated with a 
depression do the data from the coast stations appear fully reliable. These 
inaccuracies observed can, howeYer, hardly have any influence on the conclu-
sion reached here. 
3. Visibility 
Under conditions of low horizontal visibility the orientation of such birds 
that orientate according to land-marks, for instance coastlines etc., may be 
impaired. Such conditions may thus also be thought to have an adverse effect 
upon the tendency to migrate. The present data (Fig. 23) suggest that this 
factor is of little or no significance. A slight tendency towards higher intensities 
of migration with good visibility can perhaps be traced, the correlation coef-
ficient being 0.211 corresponding to a probability of 0.2 > P>0.1. The line of 
regression is drawn in the figure , indicating only a rise of the intensity of 
migration with about one unit when visibility increases from 0 to 30 km. It 
should be observed that although the highest intensities of migration have 
been recorded with good or very good visibility (polar air masses from NW" 
and NE) fairly strong migration (intensities 3 and 4) haYe also been observed 
on both occasions when there was a dense fog at ground level. The fact that 
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FIG. 23. Relation between intensity of migration and ,·isibility. Open circles = day 
migra tion, fill ed circles = night migration. Regression line y = 0.404 x-5.01. 
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and on the other hand SE-E winds and low visibility may indicate that the 
weak correlation observed in Fig. 23 is an effect not due to changes in visibilit) 
at all but related to the direction of the wind. 
4 . Temperature 
Because the migration studied is concentrated to only two weeks and 
because the temperature of the sea water, sho"'-ing hardly any variation from 
day to day, is a factor that largely determines the air temperatures encountered 
by birds resting on the water, as is the case with the Common Scoter and the 
Long-tailed Duck, an analysis of a possible short-term effect of temperature 
on the intensity of migration would appear to be unfruitful. It must further 
be observed that the temperature data given by the coast stations do not refer 
to the altitudes at which migration is carried out. 
Good indication of a more general effect of temperature on the migration 
of the present birds was, however, observed in BERGMA::-i 's earlier studies (1941, 
1951). If the spring is early and warm, the onset of migration is thus on average 
earlier than when the spring is late and cold. In the present material no clear 
effect is evident because of the relative similarity of the general weather 
conditions, except perhaps that the migration during the coolest spring (1962) 
appears slightly more prolonged than during the two others. 
VI. The geographical distribution of the migration 
The radar films clearly demonstrate that the stream of migrants mostly, 
but not always, is very unevenly distributed over the area around the Gulf 
of Finland. In some regions large concentrations of flocks are observed, whereas 
in others the density may be quite low. The innate heading of these birds in 
combination with their reactions when approaching a coastline will clearly 
favour certain routes, although in a variable way depending on the external 
conditions (direction and strength of the wind, visibility, cloudiness). Already 
the fact that the birds during normal celestial orientation are unable to allow 
for drift results in, for instance, that persistent winds from one direction during 
several days cause a considerable lateral displacement of all the migrating 
flocks. On the other hand, they ,vi1J. finally all reach the southern coast of Fin-
land and then - if the weather is not misty - in daylight, sometimes even 
at night, react on the sight of the coast so that they fly parallel to it in 
the general direction ENE. This leads to a marked concentration of the 
migration in a fairly narrow zone outside the coast. This occurs with good 
or medium visibility, especially when the direction and strength of the wind 
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is such that there is no lateral drift or drift towards the coast. Further, the 
general situation should be such that no or very few flocks cross the coast 
anywhere to the west of the area under consideration. The width and position 
of the zone, where the migrants are concentrated during various conditions, 
is described on p. 36-38. 
Thus the reactions of the birds and the properties of their orientation mecha-
nism make it obvious that the observed geographical distribution of the 
migration in different parts of the Gulf of Finland, Finland and Estonia must 
he strongly influenced by the weather and by physiographic factors. 
One important factor for the distribution of the migrants in the Gulf of 
Finland is the question whether birds that start from the region around the 
Bay of Riga take a course directly towards the NE across the Estonian main-
land or follow the coast of Estonia to the straits between the islands of bsel 
and Dago and from there <.:ontinue in their normal direction. 
The radar films give indirect evidence in favour of the interpretation that 
migration over Estonia, from the Bay of Riga towards the NE, takes p1ace 
even in daylight when visibility, according to the reports of the metecrological 
stations, is low. Such an altitude of flight that the flocks are clearly seen on 
the radar screen when flying over the southern parts of the Gulf of Finland, 
indicates according to the experience gained from SE Finland that the birds 
have for a considerable length of time flown continuously over land. ThE 
absence of greater lakes in the inner parts of Estonia excludes the possibility 
of birds resting there, consequently these birds must fly straight from the 
Bay of Riga to the Gulf of Finland. The direction of flight of the flocks that 
can be demonstrated under these conditions flying over the southern parts of 
the Gulf of Finland, shows that they cannot possibly have passed west of the 
islands of Osel and Dago or through the straits between these islands and the 
Estonian mainland. These flocks arrive at the Gulf of Finland so early in the 
evening that it is necessary to assume that they have crossed the coast at the 
Bay of Riga in full daylight. In the night the flocks apparently pass over land 
from the Bay of Riga as regularly as they do so at the southern coast of Fin-
land, but these flocks reach the southern parts of the Gulf of Finland 1- 2 
hours later than those that have started in daylight. 
On the other hand, when visibility is good 0\·er the whole area , and in 
nights with additional moonlight , a large part of the population of Common 
coters and Long-tailed Ducks will be led, due to their tendency to avoid 
crossing the coast, along the western coast of Estonia and into the Gulf of 
Finland where they follow the Finnish coast eastwards. 
An additional factor is the drift caused by wind, which can be considerable. 
The combination of western or northwestern winds and low visibility at the 
western coast of Estonia, although rarely occurring, will especially promote 
4 
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the number of flocks crossing the Estonian mainland, while winds between 
E and S and good visibility mainly constitute conditions that make the birds 
follow the coast round Estonia and partly also round the islands Osel and 
Dago. During this latter condition it may be assumed that the migration along 
the western coast of Finland is more intense than usually. Thus Mr. G6RA .. " 
NORDSTROM, M.A. (pers. comm. , and 1951) reports that about 25 000 Long-
tailed Ducks have been observed in Kristinestad on a single evening. As a rule 
much smaller numbers of migrants are observed there. The map published by 
GRENQUIST (1954) also confirms that the Long-tailed Duck may be fairly 
numerous in the southern parts of the Gulf of Bothnia. Our observations from 
the Gulf of Finland suggest that the majority of the Long-tailed Ducks follo'i\·-
ing the eastern coast of the Gulf of Bothnia should as a rule cross the coast and 
turn towards the NE already before Kyarken (the narrow middle part of the 
Gulf). Further north the very light nights in ~lay, as well as the nearly NE 
direction of the coast, may be assumed to create a situation where the migrants 
almost exclusively cross the coast in the northernmost parts of the Gulf. 
The intensity of migration over the mainland in southern Finland is 
naturally in turn influenced by the extent to which the birds cross the coast . 
A persistent wind from the NW will cause the flocks to drift further out from 
the coast, or at least prevents a pronounced accumulation of them. The result 
is that the birds cross the coast in the easternmost parts of the Gulf of Finland. 
During such conditions the number of flocks crossing the coast at Viborg or 
even at the Isthmus of Karelia may be assumed to be considerable, whereas 
with predominating southern and eastern winds and low ,;sibility this number 
is reduced. The weak migration that even with \ and N winds is observed 
in the inner parts of southern Finland is, as far as can be judged from the radar 
films , constituted by flocks that have crossed the coast between Hango and 
Abo, as well as by flocks that have been resting on some of the numerous lakes. 
The effect of the wind on the geographical distribution of the migration is 
stressed by K uMA.Rr (1963) for the bird species studied here, but only radar 
observations can give a full wiev of the considerable importance of this effect 
and of how it is combined \Yith effects of light or darkness, and visibility, as 
well as with the changes in direction caused by the landscape. 
The radar films show that the stream of migrating flocks, passing the straits 
between the coast of Estonia and Dago (where counts have been made at Pubtu, 
J6GI 1958, 1961, VERG:\fAN & J6Gr 1961, KL"~ARI 1 63), in fairly calm weather 
and with good visibility reach the southern coast of Finland within the area 
in which the present radar observations have been carried out. This migration 
constitutes a fairly even stream of flocks , which joins the tream of migrant 
that under the same conditions are observed moYing along the Finnish coast 
in the approximate direction ENE. The point where these streams join depend 
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on the strength and direction of the " ·ind. At Porkala peninsula for instance, 
the intensity of migration in the afternoon and evening is approximately 4 times 
stronger than at Hango, due to the fact that the greater part of the flocks 
coming from Estonia have already joined the migration passing parallel to 
the coast. This happens slightly west of or just at the Porkala peninsula. A 
further addition to the migration along the coast is obtained more eastwards 
by flocks that have crossed the Estonian mainland. 
Such flocks which arrive at the northern coastal waters of Estonia later 
than about Oi.oo generally interrupt their migration for resting. This is evident 
from the daily rhythm of the migration at sea seen from the radar films. When 
these birds continue their migration, islands and capes of the Estonian coast 
in daylight give rise to narrO\Y SW-NE zones ''i.th a higher intensity of migra-
tion than in the surrounding area. Especially marked is this effect at the island 
of :rargo. In calm weather it has been observed numerous times that from this 
island in daytime a stream of flocks with a high density moves towards 
the Finnish coast and joins the migrants flying along the coast in the region 
around Soderskii.r lighthouse. These flocks, having flown on a nearly straight-
line course from the northern cape of argo, have obviously been deflected 
to the north and flown along the western coast of Nargo until they have 
reached the northern end of it and have then gradually turned into their 
normal direction of migration. It has been seen that the flocks at the northern 
point of argo are dispersed in a zone about 1 km "i.de and since the distance 
from Nargo to Soderskii.r is about 80 km , the fact that this zone is about 
4. km wide at Soderskii.r gives some information about the accuracy of orien-
tation in reaction to identical em·ironmental clues. The widening of the zone 
from 1 to about 4 km in 0 km corresponds to an angle of about 3°. As a rule 
the flocks fly at distances from each other that do not allow optical or acoustical 
contact between the flocks; these data demonstrate that the accuracy of the 
mechanism of orientation is ± 1. n°. This figure is in good agreement with the 
results obtained in connection with the analysis of the direction of flight 
(p. 24). 
In the inner parts of \V Finland migration is relatively sparse, which can 
be e>.:plained by the fact that the flocks in this region must have crossed the 
coast somewhere to the west and north of Hango, where relatively few flocks 
appear to pass inland, although they are seen to do so regularly, especially the 
Common Scoters. 
The radar observations from the t. ~Iichel area show that the migration 
over land more frequently than over the sea, is directly continued in the morning 
without rest. A part of the flocks, reaching the inner parts of E Finland at 
midnight, must have performed an uninterrupted flight from the western parts 
of Estonia in the cour e of a ingle evening and night. In the autumn there 
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are a series of radar observations for the days 2-5.X1.1961 from SE Finland 
and the Helsingfors region (the radar installation at the airport) which 
show that an intense migration of anatids (swans, geese, numerous Common 
Scoters) that reached the eastern border of Finland at about 10-12.oo arriYed 
at the southern coast of Finland at 15-17.oo from the northeast. Enrything 
points to the fact that a great many of these flocks every autumn fly the whole 
distance between the White Sea and the Gulf of Finland "ithout resting. It 
is therefore likely that in the spring similar direct flights in the opposite di-
rection frequently occur. 
During the observations in Esbo BERGMAX (1941 ) found that the evening 
migration with a short interruption of about an hour, continued as intense 
night migration. The radar observations, however, show that any such •>Ein-
schlafpause>> does not exist. The very clearly obserTed break in the migration 
is only a local effect. Flight in over land west of the Porkala peninsula in 
the twilight of the late evening absorbs the greatest part of the birds flying 
at high altitude visible from the archipelago. These flocks would in full daylight 
still avoid the coast between Porkala and Helsingfors. Before the migration 
after 22.45 reaches it s full intensity, the intensity observed over the Esbo 
archipelago is at a minimum for some time, the flocks flying at lo''" altitude 
still being too far out to be heard and the flocks at high altitude having already 
passed the coast. 
Finally it should be stressed that the autumn migration of the Long-tailed 
Duck appears to be governed by the same principles that operate in the spring 
in daylight. The only difference is that the southwe tern direction of flight 
in the autumn causes a concentration of the migrants at the northern coast 
of Estonia and not at the southern coast of Finland. This fact is illustrated by 
field observations in Estonia (see KUMARI 1963) and by some occasional radar 
observations in the course of the present work. \Yind between and E, how-
ever, increase the number of flocks of Long-tailed Duck along the Finnish 
coast in the autumn too, a fact well-known from the autumn shooting of these 
birds in the archipelago. The Long-tailed Ducks seen in the spring and autumn 
are presumably of the same population, and there is no rea on to belie,·e that 
in recent years the route of migration has changed as stated by K u:llARI (1963) . 
Summary 
1. The concentrated spring migration of the Common coter, M elanitta 
nigra (L.), and the Long-tailed Duck, Clangula hyemalis (L.), occurring during 
the period l\Iay 10th-28th approximately, ha been studied in outhern 
Finland and over the Gulf of Finland "ith the aid of radar. 
2. During the period mentioned the ,·ast majority of ffi migrants belong 
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to these two species. This is a great advantage when working with radar where 
species identification is often difficult or impossible. 
3. This migration has been followed during three consecutive years (1960 
-62) by recording the PPI display of the radar equipment on 16 mm film with 
the exposure of one frame on the film for a full revolution of the radar antenna. 
4. The speed of flight (ai r speed) is 84 kmfhr for the Common Scoter and 
74 kmfhr for the Long-tailed Duck at low flight-altitudes (200-300 m), 
which occur during migration over the sea. Over land the birds fly at 
altitudes between 500 and 2 000 m (average 1 050 m). In that case the speed 
of flight is about 10 % higher. This is probably due to the reduced density 
of the air. (Figs. 2-4.) 
5. Analysis of the direction of flight shows that the birds do not compensate 
for drift caused by the wind, the actual heading of the birds after correction 
for drift being on an average the same irrespective of the direction of the wind. 
(Figs. 7, 8.) 
6. The birds, which migrate in large flocks with on an average 150 birds, 
show an accuracy of orientation during identical external conditions of ±3°, 
perhaps even ± 1- 2°. The accuracy is slightly greater than \Yould be expected 
from what is known about the accuracy of the internal clock of birds. It is 
suggested that migration in flocks may improYe the accuracy of orientation, 
because the direction of the flock \vill be an average of the headings of the 
individual members of the flock. 
7. Directions of migration between 30° and 50° (wind-corrected values) 
are found in all the areas studied, suggesting a common orientation principle, 
whereas locally along the southern coast of Finland, directions of flight between 
50° and 70° also frequently occur. If at the southern coast the cloud-cover 
exceeds 60-70 % directions between 30° and 50° are excluded. This direction 
component is then based on celestial orientation. On the other hand, directions 
of flight between 50° and 70° are obserYed along the coast even with a full 
overcast, which together with the fact that they occur only locally, suggests 
that they are determined by the topographical orientation of the birds. 
(Figs. 10-13.) 
8. Day (evening) migration has the average direction 43. o and night mig-
ration 46.1° (Fig. 12, p. 31) . These directions do not differ in a statistically 
significant way. The standard deviation for the material referring to night 
migration is, however, 16.1° as compared to .8° for daylight migration. The 
implications of this as to what kind of celestial orientation mechanism is used 
(sun and star orientation or only sun orientation) are discus ed. 
9. The yearly averages for those directions of flight that can be conside-
red as due to celestial orientation are: 1960, 39.4° 1961 , 41.5° and 1962, 42. 7°. 
These differences are, however, not statistically significant. 
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10. The material suggests the presence of a slight change in the heading 
of the birds when they move eastward, predictable on the argument that the 
displacement results in a change in local time not compensated for by a similar 
phase shift in the internal clock of the birds. 
11. The influence of topographical factors is described. It is found that the 
birds in daylight by changing their direction avoid flying over land, which 
leads to especially high densities of migrating flocks along the southern coast 
of Finland. In the night and with low visibility the birds readily cross the 
coastline and continue their migration in their original direction. (Figs. 
14-19.) 
12. The intensity of migration is correlated "'ith the direction and strength 
of the wind. Generally, headwinds (NE) tend to reduce or abolish migration. 
The highest intensities of migration· have been recorded with fairly light 
(3-5 mfsec) tailwinds. A statistically significant correlation has been obtained 
between the intensity of migration and the speed increase or decrease produced 
by the prevailing wind. On an average it can be said that 0 % of the flocks 
migrate in tailwinds or in more or less calm weather or "ith "inds giving no 
increase or decrease of the speed of flight. This is true although there are about 
the same number of observations from days with tail"inds a with head\\inds. 
(Figs. 20, 21.) 
13. As long as the degree of overcast is below 60---70 % there appears to 
be no effect of clouds on the intensity of migration. With a full overcast practic-
ally no migration can be observed. (Fig. 22.) 
14. Changes in horizontal visibility appear to affect the intensity of 
migration very little or not at all. (Fig. 23.) 
15. The actual routes taken by the migrating flocks as well as the geo-
graphical distribution of the migrants are strongly affected by local topo-
graphical conditions and by the prevailing weather ("wind, cloudiness, 
visibility). Different combinations of these factors give rise to variousspecific 
routes of migration. Further, night migration differs from day migration so 
that in the night the reaction to coastlines is ab ent or less marked. 
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